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Fears over Bayreuth opera festival, The Guardian, Saturday 23 July 2016
Germany’s legendary Bayreuth opera festival dedicated
has seen yet, of Richard Wagner’s last opera, “Parsifal”,
to the works of Richard Wagner opens on Monday, but
could be seen as being critical of Islam.
Agence France-Presse reports that security fears and offAccording to media reports, subsequently dismissed by
stage drama threaten to cast a long shadow over the
the production’s director Uwe Eric Laufenberg, the
140-year-old event.
Flowermaidens in the opera were to have worn burqas.
The curtain is due to go up just days after the Munich
Festival insiders say the heightened security could sour
shootings and one week after five people were after
the hitherto idyllic summer atmosphere in Bayreuth’s
injured in an axe attack on a Bavarian train in Wuerzburg
world-famous Festspielhaus, the theatre built to
that was claimed by the Islamic State jihadist group.
Wagner’s own designs.
Munich attack: Merkel set for emergency talks after
Bayreuth is just a two-hour drive from both places.
gunman kills nine – live
Tighter security on Bayreuth’s Green Hill – where the
 Police give all clear and say attacker acted alone
Festspielhaus festival theatre stands – has been in place
 Gunman was 18-year-old German of Iranian descent
since the start of rehearsals in June. AFP reports:
Town authorities called for stepped measures following
 What we know – and what we don’t know – about
the attack
rumours that this year’s new production, which no one
https://www.theguardian.com/world/live/2016/jul/22/
munich-shooting-police-evacuate-shopping-centre-live

Hello and welcome to my website We Thought They Were
White. My name is Dontell Jackson, and like many
African-Americans, I was brought up in a culture deeply
infused with propaganda designed to lay the blame for all
of the black race's ills on the white man. It was not until
I began looking into the actual history of blacks, whites,
and other races in America, that I came to realize that
many if not most of the resentment that AfricanAmericans harbor regarding our long history of abuse
and exploitation has been intentionally misdirected by
those who are most responsible for it, to shift the blame
away from themselves as a people onto the white race
who they regard as their enemies.
The reality is that the white race had little to do with the
slave trade that took our ancestors away from Africa and
sold them into bondage in the New World. That crime
was committed not by White Europeans, but by Jews
who were engaged in transatlantic commerce between
the Old World and the Americas where they hoped to
establish a New Jerusalem from which to rule the world
by way of exploiting all races who were not members of
their tribe of "chosen people." In their efforts to

accomplish that goal, the white race has been
hoodwinked and manipulated as unsuspecting pawns
almost as much as the black race has been.
Blacks have been purposely misled by the Jewish people
who, in previous centuries, built their fortunes in the
transatlantic slave trade, and who continue to manipulate
and exploit us even today. Because most black people
make no distinction between Jews and whites, it is easy
for the Jews to evade justice and escape the blame for
the wrongs that they have inflicted on our people for
centuries by convincing blacks that it was the white man
who did it. In most cases the vast majority of the white
race had nothing to do with slavery or other crimes that
have been committed against our people. Whites were
and continue to be exploited and manipulated by the
Jews, the same as blacks, and their race is even more
hated by the Jew, where blacks are simply disregarded
by the Jews with indifference, as are other races. We are
all simply pawns to the Jews who have no other use for
us beyond being a source of profit to them and a weapon
that can be used to help destroy whites, who they see as
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their sworn enemies, by encouraging us to breed with
them until there are no longer any whites left.
I would like to invite all of my black brothers and sisters
to join me in untangling the lies, deceptions and halftruths that have been foisted upon us as a race, and to
explore the true history of what has been done to us as a
people by those who were more than happy to encourage
us to think these wrongs were committed against us by
whites, when in reality those crimes were carried out by
Jews.
Please feel free to share the information that I have
presented on this site with as many of your friends,
relatives, and associates as possible, so that we as a
people can gain greater freedom through knowledge of
the truth which is the only thing that can set us free from
the state of subjugation, manipulation, and exploitation
at the hands of those who have and who continue to
deceive us. Let us educate ourselves as a people by
sharing this knowledge of the truth among all of our race
so that we can at last break free of the bondage of the
lies and superstition that have enslaved our minds and
our spirits.
WHO ARE THE JEWS?

Many people today consider the Jews to be members of
the white race, since centuries of exile and intermarriage
with Europeans has lightened their complexion to a
certain extent, but in reality the Jews are members of
the Semitic race that is native to the Arabian subcontinent and they are Afro-Asiatic in origin, like their
close cousins the Palestinians, the Lebanese, the
Jordanians, the Saudis, the Syrians, and other Arabic
tribes.
A race of merchants and traders, like the ancient
Phoenicians who preceded them in their occupation of
Canaan and their establishment of trade throughout the
Mediterranean, the Jews traveled far and wide in search
of wealth and exotic riches. Long before the first white
man set foot in sub-Saharan Africa, Jews living in Sena,
Yemen, are known to have come to Ethiopia as early as
500 BC in search of gold, intermarrying with African
women, and becoming the ancestors of the Lemba tribe,
whose descendants continued to practice Judaism and
went on to build Great Zimbabwe, a medieval stone
fortress whose construction began as early as the 11th
century.
The Ethiopian Bible is one of the few written texts,
outside of the Dead Sea Scrolls, which includes the Book
of Enoch, an ancient Hebrew text that relates how a
group of angels disobeyed the prohibition against
intermarrying with mortal women, and how they
spawned a race of cannibalistic giants who wrecked
havoc on earth devouring both man and beast, which
ultimately had to be destroyed in the time of Noah by the

flood. The book of Enoch also reveals that the fallen
angel who was singled out for punishment for his part in
this disaster was named Azazel, who was imprisoned
under the earth to remain there until the Day of
Judgement when he would finally be destroyed along
with death and the grave, a legend which seems to be
the origin of the Christian belief in the devil.

Map showing location of Israel and Jerusalem in relation
to Africa

Judea, the land from which the Jews take their name,
was located in the Levant in what is today the present
state of Israel on the Mediterranean coast that lies
beyond Jordan, along the western edge of Arabia,
bordering on Egypt in northeastern Africa. There the
Jews lived for nearly 1000 years until they were
eventually expelled and driven into exile by the Romans
against whose rule the Jewish people repeatedly
rebelled. In consequence of these rebellions, the Roman
Empire crushed the Jewish uprisings, destroying their
most sacred site, the temple in Jerusalem in 70 AD, and
driving the Jews out of Judea, sending them wandering
throughout other parts of the Roman Empire.

The Roman siege of Jerusalem and the destruction of the
temple in 70 AD

Once the Jews had been driven out of Jerusalem, they
soon re-established their former trade connections and
set themselves up as merchants and traders operating
throughout the Roman Empire and abroad, continuing to
practice their native religion of Judaism and refusing to
assimilate into the societies that they settled in and
profited from. They also brought with them the recently
formed Jewish cult of Christianity which soon spread
outside of the Jewish diaspora and was adopted by many
members of the slave class in ancient Roman society who
found Christianity's doctrine of equality and brotherhood
as appealing as the Christian admonishment condemning
those who sought to increase their worldly riches and
power over others. Christianity was brought to Ethiopia
by Frumentius, a Lebanese-born Christian who became
the first Bishop of Axum, and saw Christianity become
the state religion of Ethiopia in the year 330 AD.
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Map showing the network of trade routes used by Jewish
merchants (in blue), circa 870 AD, as reported in the
account of ibn Khordadbeh in the Book of Roads and
Kingdoms. Other trade routes of the period shown in
purple

Wherever the Jews settled they soon garnered the
animosity of those who they lived among, owing to their
unscrupulous business practices and usury. Writing in the
first century, the Roman geographer Strabo said of
them: "These Jews have penetrated into every city, and
it would be difficult to find a single place in the inhabited
world that has not received this race, and where it has
not become master."
The first century Roman historian Tacitus also held a
similarly unfavorable opinion of them, saying: "The
practices of the Jews are malevolent and despicable, and
have entrenched themselves by their very degeneracy.
Deviants of the most depraved kind who had no use for
the religion of their predecessors, they took to collecting
dues and contributions in order to swell the Jewish
treasury; and other reasons for their increasing wealth
may be found in their unrelenting loyalty and eager
nepotism towards fellow Jews. But all the rest of the
world they hold in contempt with the hatred reserved for
enemies. They will not feed or intermarry with gentiles.
Despite being overtly lustful as a race, the Jews shun
carnal dealings with women foreign to their tribe. Among
their own kind however, nothing is forbidden. They have
adopted the practice of circumcision to show that they
are different from others. Those seeking to convert to
Judaism adopt the same practices, and the very first
lesson they are taught is to despise the gods, shed all
feelings of patriotism, and consider parents, children and
brothers as readily expendable. However, the Jews make
certain that their population increases."

Jewish money lenders

According to the 9th century Persian geographer, Ibn
Khordadbeh in his The Book of Roads and Kingdoms,
Jewish merchants embarking from the ports of southern
France, would carry cargoes of slaves, brocades, and furs
to the markets of Constantinople, Alexandria, and
Damascus. The more venturesome would then proceed
by caravan across the Fertile Crescent and sail from the

Persian Gulf as far as India and China, to return with
"musk, aloe, wood, camphor, cinnamon, and other
products of the eastern countries" for distribution in the
lands to the West.
Long before Christianity was introduced to Europe by the
religion's Jewish founders, Jews from Israel had already
established themselves in parts of what was the ancient
Roman Empire, as merchants, money-lenders, traders,
actors, and entertainers; often traveling from village to
village plying their trade and accumulating wealth. With
the adoption of Christianity as the official state religion of
the Roman Empire in the 4th century AD, the Jews who
had migrated to Europe emerged as the principle source
of financing, as the Christian Church strictly forbid
Christians from charging interest on loans; but the Jews
were exempt from this prohibition and were allowed to
freely engage in usury, accumulating vast fortunes
through the interest they charged on the money they
lent.
In many cases even the crowned heads of European
royalty found themselves deeply indebted to the Jews
due to their borrowing money to finance their frequent
wars and the lavish courtly lifestyle. This led to the Jews
sometimes acquiring high ranking positions of political
power and influence in the courts of European
government, but it also led to the Jews being repeatedly
banished from nearly every country in Europe by rulers
who found themselves too deeply in debt to their Jewish
financiers.
Following the expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492,
and from Portugal in 1497, many Sephardic Jews living in
those countries sought to avoid expulsion under the
pretext of ostensibly converting to Catholicism and
becoming known as "conversos" or "marranos", while
others emigrated to the Dutch Republic. There they
called themselves gente del linaje ("People of the
(Jewish) lineage"), or homens da nação, ("Men of the
(Jewish-Portuguese) Nation"). The Netherlands gained
independence from Spain in 1648 as a result of the
Eighty Years War, during which time a considerable
number of Marrano merchants settled in London and
formed there a secret congregation, at the head of which
was Antonio Fernandez Carvajal. They conducted a large
business with the Levant, East and West Indies, Canary
Islands, and Brazil, and above all with the Netherlands,
Spain, and Portugal. The Dutch West India Company, a
corporation invested in by a number of wealthy Jewish
shareholders, sent 200 Jews to colonize Brazil in 1642.
By the mid-1640s, approximately fifteen hundred Jewish
inhabitants resided in the areas of northeastern Brazil
controlled by the Dutch, where they established two
congregations and employed the first rabbi in the
Americas.
By the late Middle Ages Jews in Europe had set up trade
guilds, which functioned as cartels to control and
regulate the practice different trades in a particular city.
These guilds were similar to unions in that they existed
to direct business to those who belonged to them, while
directing business away from those who were not
members. This allowed the Jews to organize themselves
and work together to undermine their competition gentile business owners. When moving to a new city,
Jews would seek out the guild representing their
particular profession (whether it was silver or gold
smithing, wine and spirits, the garment industry,
stationers and printers, or whatever trade that they
made their living at), and the other Jews in the guild
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would decide whether or not they would allow them to
join the guild. If they determined that the person seeking
to join the guild was a Jew, then they were welcomed as
members by their fellow Jews. If they were gentiles
however, they were usually blackballed and kept out of
the guild unless the Jews had a reason for wanting them
to join their guild - i.e. if they had connections that
would be useful to the Jews.
By the early 1600s, there had been several attempts to
establish a permanent British colony in North America for
the purpose of securing material riches from the New
World. The first of these, the Roanoke colony, chartered
by Sir Walter Raleigh in what is now North Carolina in
1584, failed, as had the Popham colony which was
established in New England in what is now Maine in 1607
by the Plymouth Company, while the Jamestown Colony,
also established in 1607 by the London Company in
Virginia survived. Because of the failure of the Popham
colony in New England, which had been abandoned by
1608, the shares of the Plymouth Company held by its
stockholders had plummeted in value. This situation did
not go unnoticed by a certain group of financial
opportunists who called themselves the Company of
Merchant Adventurers, which by that time had become
heavily infiltrated by Jewish speculators operating a trade
cartel which covered much of Europe and extended
overseas.
It was to the Company of Merchant Adventurers that the
group of religious dissenters known as the Pilgrims went
looking for financial backing, indenturing themselves to
them as colonial laborers in return for the Merchant
Adventurers covering the cost of their chartered passage
to the New World, where the Pilgrims hoped to settle on
a tract of land that they had obtained a charter for in
Virginia from the London Company. Having at their
disposal a group of earnest and willing laborers who had
indentured themselves as colonists, the Company of
Merchant Adventurers saw the opportunity to buy up
stock in the failed Plymouth Company of New England at
a bargain, and then develop a colony in New England by
using the Pilgrims as the colony's laborers, which meant
that the Pilgrims ended up being settled not in their
intended destination on the warm and fertile shores of
Virginia, but hundreds of miles to the north on the cold
and stony shores of Massachusetts. Thus New England
was established by means of the unscrupulous conniving
and deception of ruthless, manipulative, Jewish financial
speculators.
In 1621 a Jew by the name of Elias Legarde arrived in
Jamestown, Virginia, aboard the ship Abigail, having
been brought over from France by Anthonie Bonall to
assist in the wine-making industry begun by some of the
early colonists of Virginia. In 1649 a Sephardic Jew
named Solomon Franco arrived in Massachusetts from
the Netherlands as an agent for Immanuel Perada, a
Jewish merchant based in Holland. Franco had been sent
to Boston to deliver supplies ordered by Edward Gibbons,
a major general in the Massachusetts militia. When
Franco attempted to collect payment from Gibbons for
delivering the ordered goods, Gibbons refused saying
that he had already paid Franco's employer, Immanuel
Perada, for both the merchandise and the cost of
shipping. The Massachusetts General Court ruled on May
6, 1649 that Franco was to be expelled from the colony,
granting him "six shillings per week out of the Treasury
for ten weeks, for sustenance, till he can get his passage
to Holland."

Apart from their involvement in the Company of
Merchant Adventurers, Jews owned controlling stock in
the Dutch West India Company, which sent 200 Jews to
colonize Brazil in 1642. By 1646, approximately fifteen
hundred Jewish inhabitants resided in the areas of
northeastern Brazil controlled by the Dutch, where they
established two congregations and employed the first
rabbi in the Americas. Among the members of the
governing body of the Dutch West India Company were a
number of wealthy Sephardic Jewish merchants who had
become
shareholders
in
the
venture,
having
contributed more than thirty-six thousand guilders to the
colony's initial capital. By 1658 these included: Abram
Isaac Perera, Andres Cristoffel Nunes, Abrara Isaac
Bueno, Bento Osorio, Joseph d'Acosta, Louys Rodrigues
de Sousa, and Ferdinando Dias de Britto. By April 1658
they were joined by their fellow Jews: Francisco Vaz de
Crasto, Francisco lopo Henriques, Balth'r Alvares
Naugera, Josepho de los Bios, Ruij Gommes Frontiera,
Aron Chamis Vaz, Dionis Jennis, Diego Vaz de Sousa. The
foregoing names are indicated as Jewish by a different
style of writing than the other names in the lists, the
1656 list having the word "Jooden" or "Joode" opposite
the names of Perera, Nunnes, Bueno and Osorio, and a
later list in 1671 mentioning some of the other names as
those of Jews. For March 1671 the following names occur
under the heading of "Hebreen," or "Hebrews": Abraham
Isaac Perera, Simon Louis Rodrigues de Souza, Aaron
Chamiz Vaz, Jacob de Pinto, Jeronimo Nunes da Costa,
Jacomo Fernando Ozorio, and Abraham Cohen.
When their colony in Recife, Brazil, fell to the
Portuguese, the Jews fled from the Portuguese
Inquisition in Brazil and headed for the Dutch West India
Company's colony of New Amsterdam in what is now
New York, in 1655. The Dutch governor of New
Amsterdam wrote to the board of Directors asking for
permission to expel the Jews from the New Amsterdam
colony because of their unscrupulous trade practices
which were hurting gentile-owned businesses in the
colony, and the directors of the Dutch West India
Company told Stuyvesant that there was nothing they
could do, that the Jews were to be allowed to stay there
because the Dutch West India Company was controlled
by Jewish stock-holders.
Having been prevented by ordinances issued by
Governor Stuyvesant from engaging in the domestic
economy, the Jews quickly discovered that the territory
inhabited by the Indians would be a fertile field. There
were no laws preventing the Jews from trading with the
Indians. In 1656 a Sephardic Jew named Jacob Lumbrozo
arrived in Maryland and established himself as a
plantation-owner, merchant, Indian-trader, and a
medical doctor. By 1661 Asser Levy, a Dutch Jew who
arrived in New Amsterdam in 1654, established a trading
post in Albany, New York, where he engaged in
commerce with the Indians and other colonists.
In the 1650s, Menasseh Ben Israel, a rabbi and leader of
the Jewish community residing in the Netherlands,
approached Oliver Cromwell with the proposition that in
exchange for covering Cromwell's debts incurred over the
English Civil War, that the Jews should at be readmitted
to England. Cromwell agreed, and although he could not
compel a council called for the purpose in December
1655 to consent formally to readmission, he made it
clear that the ban on Jews would no longer be enforced.
In the years 1655-56 the controversy over the
readmission of Jews was fought out in a pamphlet war.
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The issue divided religious radicals and more
conservative elements within society. The Puritan William
Prynne was vehemently opposed to permitting Jews to
return, while the Quaker Margaret Fell was no less
passionately in favor of their readmission. In 1657 the
Edict of Expulsion was repealed and Jews were
readmitted to England. By 1690 about 400 Jews had
settled in England. As early as 1658 some of the Jews
who had gone to England began migrating to the North
American colonies, settling in Newport, Rhode Island;
Boston, New York and Philadelphia, as well as Richmond,
Virginia and Charleston, South Carolina.
In 1658, fifteen Jewish families arrived in Rhode Island
from Holland, bringing with them the first three degrees
of Freemasonry. A congregation was organized in
Newport that same year under the name "Jeshuat
Israel." In 1684 the General Assembly of Rhode Island,
in reply to a petition of the Jews, affirmed the right of the
latter to settle in the colony, declaring that "they may
expect as good protection here as any stranger being not
of our nation residing among us in his Majesty's Colony
ought to have, being obedient to his Majesty's laws."
Freemasonry, a type of secret society founded on the
esoteric principles of Kabbalistic Judaism, evolved out of
the system of trade-guilds that had existed in Europe for
centuries. While there were actual guilds for real stonecutters and masons, Freemasonry had little to do with
actual stone-cutting or mason-work. Instead, the Jews
who organized the fraternity known as Freemasonry
adopted the symbolism of stone-masons as a subtle hint
at their true purpose - rebuilding the Temple in
Jerusalem, in other words Zionism. The Jews who
organized the Masonic Order were adherents of esoteric
doctrine known as of tikkun olam ("rebuilding the world")
who sought to take control over society and recapture
Israel where they hope to eventually rebuild their Temple
as King Solomon had originally built it, and rule the world
as "God's chosen people" - an aristocracy of Jews ruling
over gentile peasant serfs.

A Jewish Masonic officer (in blue) prepares to instruct the
blindfolded initiate being led into the lodge into the
mysteries of Freemasonry in an initiation ceremony of the
early 19th century.

A wealthy Jewish plantation owner of the 19th century

In order to further advance their agenda, the Jews would
initiate certain wealthy, powerful and influential gentiles

who they saw as useful to them, bringing them into their
fold and indoctrinating them with their globalist New
World Order ideology, whose "Great Work" is the Jewish
mandate of tikkun olam - rebuilding the world (according
to the Jews' own design). This is what George
Washington and many of the other founding fathers of
the United States were initiated and indoctrinated into,
as well as many of America's presidents since then.
By the time of the American Revolution, over 30 Jewish
families could be found in Newport, Rhode Island, alone,
among the families such as Lopez, Levy, Rivera, Seixas,
de Toro (Touro), Gomez and Hays. In the New World,
Jews continued to engage in traditional occupations as
merchants and money lenders, manufacturers and sellers
of alcoholic beverages, as well as importing and selling
African slaves to the colonial plantations, allowing them
to amass vast fortunes and become prominent members
of society who wielded considerable influence over
politicians and legislators.
Among the early American Jewish merchants to establish
an ongoing trade with the Indians was Hayman Levy of
New York. Prior to the Revolutionary War, Levy began
trading glass beads, textiles, earrings, armbands and
other goods imported from Holland, which were
exchanged with the Indians for fur pelts which Levy
obtained as an agent for Phyn, Ellice & Co. of
Schenectady, Montreal and London. Hayman Levy was
soon joined by a couple of Jewish associates, Nicholas
Lowe and Joseph Simon, and together they set up a
distillery in Newport, Rhode Island, producing rum and
whiskey which they sold to other colonists and traded
with the Indians. Within a short time there were 22
distilleries in Newport, all of them owned by Jews.
Joseph Simon, a Jewish colonist, was one of the most
prominent Indian traders and merchants and one of the
largest landholders in America during the last quarter of
the 18th century. His enterprises extended not only over
Pennsylvania, but to Ohio, Illinois and to the Mississippi
river. Another colonial era Jew by the name of Levy
Andrew
Levy,
a
resident
of
Lancaster,
Pennsylvania, "with two female slaves and one
house," was Joseph Simon's business partner, and
Simon's sons-in-law, Levi Phillips, along with Solomon M.
Cohen, Michael Gratz, and Solomon Etting, were also
associated with him at various periods. In partnership
with William Henry, Simon supplied the Continental army
with rifles, ammunition, drums, blankets, and provisions.
The name Levy Andrew Levy appears on the receipt for a
number of infected used blankets and handkerchiefs from
the smallpox hospital that were given to the Indians by
the British in 1763, leading to a deadly outbreak of
smallpox that devastated members of the Indian tribe.
A list of twenty-two residents of Lancaster to whom
various Indian tribes in Illinois conveyed a tract of land
comprising the southern half of the present state of
Illinois, includes the following names of Jews: Moses,
Jacob, and David Franks, Barnard and Michael Gratz,
Moses Franks, Jr., Joseph Simon, and Levy Andrew Levy.
In 1733 a group of 40 Jews arrived aboard the second
boat carrying passengers to the English colony of Georgia
where they intended to establish a silk manufacturing
industry. Among them was a Dr. Nunis who became the
colony’s first practicing physician. The following year, a
Jew by the name of Philip (Uri) Minis became the first
colonist born in Georgia on July 11, 1734. Three years
later in 1737, Abraham de Lyon, a Portuguese Jew,
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arrived in the colony of Georgia with the intention of
establishing a wine-making industry.
The majority of the Jews who arrived in Georgia in 1733
were Sephardim, most of them having fled from Portugal
to England before departing for the New World. In 1741,
during the War of Jenkins' Ear, the Sephardim, fearing
Spanish invasion, fled to Charleston, South Carolina, and
New York, leaving only the Sheftall and the Minis
families, both Ashkenazim, in Georgia.
The charter of the Carolina Colony, drawn up by John
Locke in 1669, granted liberty of conscience to all
settlers, expressly mentioning "Jews, heathens, and
dissenters." Simon Valentine along with four other Jews
applied for citizenship in the English Colony of South
Carolina in 1697. He later became the first Jewish
landowner in the colony, entitling him to the right to
vote. Other Jews soon followed and by 1703 a protest
arose among the other colonists against the “Jew
strangers” being allowed to vote in the election for
members of the Assembly.
In 1748 some prominent London Jews set on foot a
scheme for the acquisition of a tract of 200,000 acres of
land in South Carolina. Nothing came of this, however,
though on November 27, 1755, Joseph Salvador
purchased 100,000 acres of land near Fort Ninety-six for
£2,000. Twenty years later Salvador sold 60,000 acres of
land for £3,000 to thirteen London Sephardic Jews. This
land was known as the "Jews' Lands." Another of the
Salvadors (Francis Salvador, the nephew of Joseph)
purchased extensive tracts of land in the same vicinity in
1773 and became the first Jew elected to public office in
North America. He was also the first Jew killed during the
Revolutionary War.
By 1800 there were about 2,000 Jews in South Carolina
(overwhelmingly Sephardic and settled in Charleston),
which was more than in any other U.S. state at that
time, and more than any other town, city, or place in
North America. Charleston remained the unofficial capital
of North American Jewry until about 1830, when the
increasing number of Ashkenazi German Jews emigrating
to America largely settled in New Orleans, Richmond,
Savannah, Baltimore, and the north-east (particularly in
Philadelphia and New York City), eventually surpassing
the mostly Sephardic Jewish community in Charleston.

Samson Levy, a Jewish merchant living in Philadelphia,
led a boycott in November, 1765, against the importation
of goods from England to the colonies by signing a
resolution along with six other Philadelphia Jewish
merchants in protest against the tax known as the Stamp
Act.

Haym Salomon

Haym Salomon, a Jewish immigrant born Poland in 1740
to a family of Portuguese Sephardic Jews, settled in New
York City in 1775, establishing himself as financial broker
for slave-traders and overseas merchants. A slave-owner
himself, Salomon was married to Rachael Franks, the
daughter of Moses Franks, one of the largest slave
dealers in the city at the time. A Freemason and
sympathizer to the Revolutionary cause, Haym Salomon
bankrolled the American army $20,000 to continue
fighting the revolution, allowing them to ultimately
defeat the British in the decisive battle of Yorktown. On
December 23, 1783, Salomon was among a number of
prominent Jews involved in the successful effort to have
the Pennsylvania Council of Censors remove the religious
test oath requiring each member of the Assembly to
affirm his belief in the divine inspiration of the New
Testament, saying: "I am a Jew; it is my own nation; I
do not despair that we shall obtain every other privilege
that we aspire to enjoy along with our fellow-citizens."
The law was subsequently changed, and all civil
restrictions against the Jews were removed.

Gershom Mendes Seixas

Samson Levy

The American Revolution was fought by White gentile
colonists because Jewish merchants in North America
resented the fact that the British Crown imposed taxes
on them. The Jewish merchants fomented the
Revolutionary War as a means of cutting ties with
Britain, so they would no longer be forced to pay taxes to
the British Crown. The British colonists in North America
were duped by Jews into fighting a war against their own
homeland in order to secure Jewish financial
independence in the New World.

Gershom Mendes Seixas, born in 1746, the son of Isaac
and Rachael (Mendes) Seixas, became the first
American-born Jewish clergyman in the United States,
appointed to Congregation Shearith Israel in New York as
its hazzan in 1768. During the British occupation of New
York, Seixas served as hazzan for Congregation Mikve
Israel in Philadelphia. In 1787, when George Washington
was inaugurated as the first president of the United
States, Seixas was one of the 14 clergy who participated
in the inauguration ceremonies. Gershom's brother,
Moses Mendes Seixas, served as president (parnas) of
Newport Rhode Island's Touro Synagogue, was a
founding member of the nation's oldest Jewish Masonic
Lodge (King David in Newport) and Grand Master of the
Masonic Order of Rhode Island. In 1790, Seixas, wrote to
George Washington, expressing his support for
Washington's administration and good wishes for him. In
1795 Moses Seixas organized the Newport Bank of Rhode
Island and served as its first cashier until his death in
1809. Another brother, Benjamin Mendes Seixas, was
one of the founders of the New York Stock Exchange.
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Moses Michael Hays

Moses Michael Hays was a prosperous slave-trader,
banker, and merchant of colonial New England. Born in
New York City in 1739, he was the son of Judah Hays
and Rebecca Michaels, Jewish immigrants from the
Netherlands. Hays introduced the Order of the Scottish
Rite Masonic Order to America. He was the Grand Master
of Massachusetts Masonic Lodge with Paul Revere and
friend of Patriot Thomas Paine and he helped organized

the King David Lodge in 1769. Hays moved from Newport
to Boston in 1776 where he opened a shipping office. In
June, 1776 (one month before the Declaration of
Independence) Hays delivered a now famous letter to
Rhode
Island
General Assembly
protesting the
requirement that Jews sign loyalty test before the
fledgling government. He is credited as being one of the
founders of the Massachusetts Fire and Marine Insurance
Company which served to underwrite shipbuilding, trade
and insurance to newly opened Far Eastern markets. In
1784 as the first depositor, Hays became a founder of
the Massachusetts Bank which became part of the still
operating Bank of America.
Continue reading at:
http://wethoughttheywerewhite.weebly.com/who-arethe-jews.html
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Still Report #529 –
Bill Bennett on Trump - FAKE, but still well written
Published on Jan 17, 2016
Donald Trump can self-fund. No matter how much they
say to the contrary, the media, business, and political
elite understand that Trump is no joke. He could actually
win and upset their nice cozy apple cart. It’s no
coincidence that everyone has gotten together to destroy
The Donald. It’s because most of the other politicians are
part of the “old boys club.” They talk big, but they won’t
change a thing. They are all beholden to big-money
donors. They are all owned by lobbyists, unions, lawyers,
gigantic environmental organizations, and multinational
corporations . . .like Big Pharma or Big Oil. Or they are
owned lock, stock and barrel by foreigners, like George
Soros owns Obama or foreign governments that own
Hillary with their Clinton Foundation donations.
These run-of-the-mill establishment politicians are all
puppets owned by big money. But there’s one man who
isn’t beholden to anyone. There’s one man who doesn’t
need foreigners, or foreign governments, or George
Soros, or the United Auto Workers, or the teachers’
union, or the Service Employees International Union, or
the Bar Association to fund his campaign.
Billionaire tycoon and maverick Donald Trump doesn’t
need anyone’s help. That means he doesn’t care what
the media says. He doesn’t care what the corporate elites
What I See Happening In a Trump Presidency
think. That makes him very dangerous to the entrenched
interests. That makes Trump a huge threat to those
people. Trump can ruin everything for the bribed
politicians and their spoiled slave masters.
Don’t you ever wonder why the GOP has never tried to
impeach Obama? Don’t you wonder why John Boehner
and Mitch McConnell talk a big game, but never actually
try to stop Obama? Don’t you wonder why Congress
holds the purse strings, yet has never tried to defund
Obamacare or Obama’s clearly illegal executive action on
amnesty for illegal aliens?
Bizarre, right? It defies logic, right?
First, I’d guess many key Republicans are being bribed.
Secondly, I believe many key Republicans are being
blackmailed. Whether they are having affairs, or secretly
gay, or stealing taxpayer money, the National Security
Bill Bennett
Agency knows everything.
They will kill him before they let him be president. It
Ask former House Speaker Dennis Hastert about
could be a Republican or Democrat that instigates the
that. The government even knew he was withdrawing
shutting up of Trump. Don't be surprised if Trump has an
large sums of his own money from his own bank account.
accident. Some people are getting very nervous: Barack
The NSA, the SEC, the IRS, and all the other three-letter
Obama, Valerie Jarrett, Eric Holder, Hillary Clinton and
government agencies are watching every Republican
Jon Corzine, to name just a few.
political leader. They surveil everything.
It's about the unholy dynamics between big government,
big business, and big media. They all benefit by the
Thirdly, many Republicans are petrified of being called
billions of dollars from this partnership, and it’s in all of
racists, so they are scared to ever criticize Obama or call
out his crimes, let alone demand his impeachment.
their interests to protect one another. It’s one for all and
Fourth, why rock the boat? After defeat or retirement, if
all for one.
you're a good old boy, you've got a $5 million-per-year
It’s a heck of a filthy relationship that makes everyone
lobbying job waiting. The big-money interests have the
filthy rich — everyone except the American people. We
system gamed. Win or lose, they win.
get ripped off. We’re the patsies. But for once, the
But Trump doesn't play by any of these rules. Trump
powerful socialist cabal and the corrupt crony capitalists
breaks up this nice, cozy relationship between big
are scared. The over-the-top reaction to Trump by
government, big media, and big business. All the rules
politicians of both parties, the media, and the biggest
are out the window if Trump wins the Presidency. The
corporations of America has been so swift and insanely
other politicians will protect Obama and his aides but not
angry that it suggests they are all threatened and
Trump.
frightened like never before.
Bill Bennett is a great American. Under President Ronald Reagan
he served as this nation’s 3rd Secretary of Education. For nearly
12 years he has hosted the only syndicated early-morning drivetime radio program, Morning in America. His website is filled
with great columns by he and others.
Notice that the first essay in his blog is a reprint of the New York
Times editorial I raved about from last Sunday.
Someone just sent me a piece Bennett had apparently written in
July because he mentions that the establishment will try to keep
Trump out of the debates, but that’s just an informed guess. I
could not find this piece on Bennett’s website, but it is so good
I’m g oing to run it and hope and pray that this really was what
he wrote.
I can’t improve on this, or even synopsize it. It deserves to
appear in its totality and every American and every European
currently under attack from the Invasion can benefit by
understanding the depth of Obama’s grip over an America that
has been mostly lulled to sleep by the President’s and the
complicit mainstream media’s very effective tactics of mass
confusion.
The sleeping giant is waking up now, and although I missed this
6 months ago, Bob Bennett was clearly leading the change. This
essay will take me about 8 minutes to read. Please hang with
me if you value freedom.
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Remember: Trump is the guy who publicly questioned
Obama's birth certificate. He questioned Obama's college
records and how a mediocre student got into an Ivy
League university.
Now, he's doing something no Republican has the
chutzpah to do. He's questioning our relationship with
Mexico; he's questioning why the border is wide open;
he's questioning why no wall has been built across the
border; he's questioning if allowing millions of illegal
aliens into America is in our best interests; he's
questioning why so many illegal aliens commit violent
crimes, yet are not deported; and he's questioning why
our trade deals with Mexico, Russia and China are so
bad.
Trump has the audacity to ask out loud why American
workers always get the short end of the stick. Good
question!
I'm certain Trump will question what happened to the
almost billion dollars given in a rigged no-bid contract to
college friends of Michelle Obama at foreign companies
to build the defective Obamacare website. By the way,
that tab is now up to $5 billion. Trump will ask if
Obamacare's architects can be charged with fraud for
selling it by lying.
Trump will investigate Obama's widespread IRS
conspiracy, not to mention Obama's college records.
Trump will prosecute Clinton and Obama for fraud
committed to cover up Benghazi before the election.
How about the fraud committed by employees of the
Labor Department when they made up dramatic job
numbers in the last jobs report before the 2012 election?

Obama, the multinational corporations and the media
need to stop Trump. They recognize this could get out of
control. If left unchecked, telling the raw truth and
asking questions everyone else is afraid to ask, Trump
could wake a sleeping giant.
Trump's election would be a nightmare. Obama has
committed many crimes. No one else but Trump would
dare to prosecute. He will not hesitate. Once Trump gets
in and gets a look at the cooked books and Obama's
records, the game is over. The goose is cooked. Holder
could wind up in prison. Jarrett could wind up in
prison. Obama bundler Corzine could wind up in prison
for losing $1.5 billion of customer money. Clinton could
wind up in jail for deleting 32,000 emails or for accepting
bribes from foreign governments while Secretary of
State, or for misplacing $6 billion as the head of the
State Department, or for lying about Benghazi. The
entire upper level management of the IRS could wind up
in
prison.
Obamacare
will
be
de-funded
and
dismantled. Obama himself could wind up ruined, his
legacy in tatters.
Trump will investigate. Trump will prosecute. Trump will
go after everyone involved. That's why the dogs of hell
have been unleashed on Donald Trump. Yes, it's become
open season on Donald Trump. The left and the right are
determined to attack his policies, harm his businesses,
and, if possible, even keep him out of the coming
debates. But they can't silence him. And they sure can't
intimidate him. The more they try, the more the public
will realize that he's the one telling the truth".
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9itbmCLhSas

_________________________________________________

Hanson's unwelcome return to Parliament
The Australian Jewish News- AJN STAFF, July 14, 2016
PAULINE Hanson has been slammed by Jeremy Jones for
party, which alleged Jews are ruling the West via
declaring a war on Australian “tolerance, community
pornography and internet censorship, was found to have
harmony and social cohesion”.
contravened the Racial Discrimination Act. The article
and accompanying cartoon, which accused Jews of being
the “world’s chief purveyors of filth, degradation and
decadence” were deemed unlawful by the Federal Court.
Jones said at the time the article caused “offence, insult,
humiliation and intimidation” to the Jewish community.
Jones and AIJAC executive director Colin Rubenstein are
concerned because the same One Nation party has now
been returned to Federal Parliament.
“One Nation’s contemptible vilification and demonisation
of Islam, Muslims, Asians and other minority groups
AIJAC's director of international and community affairs,
must be repudiated,” Rubenstein said.
Jeremy Jones.
“While One Nation has destructively exploited the
Jones, who is the director of international and community
apprehension of a number of Australians, the incoming
affairs for the Australia/Israel & Jewish Affairs Council
government and Parliament must be resolute in
(AIJAC), said that Hanson’s bigotry should be exposed
confronting racism in all its guises.”
for the evil which it is.
Rubenstein said Parliament must strengthen community
“Racism and bigotry is always unacceptable, and it is
harmony
and
security,
and
demonstrate
an
additionally repugnant when espoused by an elected
understanding of the real challenges that society
member of Parliament,” he said.
confronts, and develop an ability to address and
“When [I was] Executive Council of Australian Jewry
overcome them.
president, I successfully complained about One Nation’s
“We must not allow her to once again open the
Queensland Branch’s breach of anti-racism law, but even
floodgates of hatred and empower malicious, racist
if One Nation had never promoted anti-Semitism we
elements, nor should she be allowed to masquerade as a
would be just as concerned with its return to political
voice of the ordinary, civic-minded, decent Australian.”
life.”
https://www.jewishnews.net.au/hansons-unwelcomeIn late 2004, an article published in the official
return-parliament/54888
newspaper of the Queensland division of the One Nation
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Free speech should have been issue in federal election 2016 campaign

JARED
OWENS,
Australian, 8:11AM July 22, 2016

Reporter,

The

Liberal Senator for Tasmania Eric Abetz says the Coalition
should have highlighted the QUT staff versus student
dispute during the election campaign.

Malcolm Turnbull should have used the election campaign
to highlight Liberals’ concerns about the “completely
unacceptable” racial discrimination laws that discourage
free speech, senator Eric Abetz says.
Senator Abetz has vigorously criticised the Prime
Minister’s innovation-led campaign strategy, arguing the
Coalition should have aggressively campaigned on
electricity prices, union misconduct and national security.
The senator, a member of Tony Abbott’s inner-circle as
prime minister, last night said the government should
also have highlighted the ongoing legal dispute between
Queensland University of Technology staff member Cindy
Prior and three students whom she ejected from a
“culturally safe” indigenous computer room.
Senator Abetz said the offensive comments should be
considered part of the “hurly burly of university life”.
“I believe that that should have been highlighted
throughout the campaign,” he told Sky News.
“Clearly universities should be a hotbed for discussion,
differing views, and people being able to have robust
discussions. For this particular circumstance where
students wanted to use computers that were not being
used, but were segregated for a particular class of
student, for them to make comments about that should
have been part and parcel of the normal hurly burly of
university life, of differing views et cetera.

The Bolt Report
✔@theboltreport
.@SenatorAbetz says the govt should have made the
QUT case an election issue.
#theboltreport @SkyNewsAust
6:46 PM - 21 Jul 2016
“To then have them pursued in this manner, face legal
costs, and of course a character that may potentially be
besmirched is something that is completely unacceptable
in a freedom-loving country such as Australia and we do
need, all of us, need to take a stand such as when Sonia

Kruger makes comments we should be defending her
right to make those comments.”
Invoking the controversial section 18C of the Racial
Discrimination Act, Ms Prior is suing over online remarks
that allegedly accused the university of perpetuating
“segregation” in favour of “niggers”.
It is unclear whether the case against the students will
succeed, given there is an implied freedom of political
communication safeguarded by the constitution.
Mr Abbott had promised to repeal controversial section
18C of the Racial Discrimination Act, but he abandoned
the commitment amid concerted pressure from ethnic
minority groups.
Attorney-General George Brandis in March criticised the
wording of 18C, which targets “offensive behaviour
because of race, colour or national or ethnic origin”, but
said there were higher priorities for the government.
“To be blunt there are more important issues at the
moment. There are more important issues which is why
reform to section 18C is not on the table,” Senator
Brandis told Australian Agenda.
SOME COMMENTS

peter1
There was so much missing from the Libs campaign no one
knows where to start on the failures. Fairy floss words of
Innovation and Jobs repeated excessively does not make a
campaign. No one, not even Liberal voters believed them. But
they do understand economic incompetence that is Labor history
for the last twenty years. They do understand union corruption.
They do understand Labor's soft position on the refugee issue.
They do understand Shorten's role in the development of
Enterprise Agreements that paid union membership but allowed
for lower pay for its members. Mentioned in the campaign? Nup,
No, Not there. forgotten.. What weak wimps the Liberals were
and they nearly lost the election due to it. Lessons? Never
learnt. They will run the same insipid, lacklustre, flaccid
campaign again. Get rid of the idiots and start again.
Geoffrey - What's that? Mr Turnbull should have used the
election to actually campaign on issues? Surely you jest.
Brian - All very true, but it was Tony Abbott who caved into
noisy minorities (on repeal of 18C) which severely undermined
his political standing and was arguably the genesis of
his political demise
Debra L - What is a disgrace is that the Cindy Prior QUT case
went beyond a chat about the incident with her supervisor.
I guess a 1/4 million dollars compensation and the full support
of the biased against white people Gillian Triggs and the AHRC
was too tempting to refuse.
bob3 - Unlike the American constitution ours doesn't include a
bill of rights, so it doesn't include the right of free speech. Our
right to speak freely has always been an implied right. The
amendment to 18c in 1994 to include this proviso. (Freedom of
speech will not be used as as a cover to offend, insult, humiliate
or intimidate people by reason of their colour or ethnic or
national origin.) Has in effect stymied any right we did have.
Keong - Senator Eric Abetz is absolutely right. Good on you,
senator.
Augusto - Senator Abetz deserves to be congratulated for
reminding the government of its moral and legal obligation to
repeal Section 18C. Indeed, 18C is not only a bad law but an
unconstitutional one. The dubious constitutional basis of s 18C
was actually flagged by the Parliamentary Research Service over
twenty years ago. First, it is unconstitutional because it cannot
be supported by the external affairs power since it goes much
further than required by the international obligations set out in
the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Racial Discrimination. Second, 18C breaches the implied
freedom of political communication since it is detrimental impact
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on freedom of speech on issues pertaining public morality and
government policy, without having a corresponding positive
impact on eliminating racial discrimination. Keep up the good
job, Senator Abetz. You have the support of the Australian
people.
Dennis - The reworking of s18C should be a priority. Indeed, it
once was, apparently. Can this agile government not walk and
chew gum at the same time? Also, the QUT case should have
been knocked on the head before it came anywhere near a
courtroom.
Meg - Abolish 18C.
Stephen - The Prime Minister likes to think he is above the fray
of ideological sideshows, but the QUT case is such a travesty,
and so Orwellian and unreasonable that I consider it a test of his
fitness as leader of the Liberal Party to respond. He should have
at the very least said that he found the case and the conduct of
the HRC disturbing. Turnbull's conspicuous silence appears to be
a rejection of mainstream Australian values and is a green light
to the Left brutes who seek to bully, silence, and control us.
Kien - Mr Abetz, do get a life. Even better get a real job and
materially contribute to society. You. Red to move on Mr Abetz and try to smile more.
Warty
@Kien Ah, Kien, he does indeed have a life, and a very useful
one too: he keeps the Reds under the bed. More of him I say.
Ian - Eric's had his go today.
Tomorrow Kevin, then Cory, then George. Eric's turn again in 4
media cycle's time. How's Tassie going Eric? The conservatives
really cleaned up in your home state didn't they Eric.
Paul - Abetz - rooster one day, feather duster the next
Richard - Brandis is wrong. There is no more important issue
right now than repeal of the wording of section 18C.
Security may well be the first priority of any government; but
social harmony comes a close second.
In any liberal democracy there cannot be social harmony
without robust public debate, and where people feel free to
express themselves without legal consequences from 'thought
police' dictating what a person can think or say regarding a
public institution (QUT) and how it conducts its affairs and
allocates its resources to its constituents and cohort of paying
students.
Ben - These are hundreds of ways in which minorities are given
racist preferential treatment in todays Australia. There is no
such thing as equality for ordinary white Australians.
Tim - @ben Yeah Ben....being a white male in this world must
be real tough. All the racist names you have been called, all the
discrimination you have suffered. Just a daily battle. You poor
thing.
Brett - @tim @ben don't worry tim there is a whole industry to
embrace your claims of identity and race based politics.
Maybe pen a letter to Timmy at the Race Discrimination Office
would be a good start - ah the rants of the leftist modern
totalitarian. Delicious. Inane, irrelevant.
But I'll defend your right to pen this pap any day of the week.
See unlike the mad totalitarian left - libertarians actually believe
in freedom of speech, and as for putting people in little
boxes…well the mad left do it so very well.
Must be so hard to 'find victims' of all this racial bias, I mean the
power the State with the Statutes and Statutory Authorities that
unelected self appointed moral guardians of this nation decide
what can and cannot be said, what one can and cannot do - has
now delivered a whole, as stated, industry of carpet bagging
seemers looking for discrimination anywhere at all - even under
the bed. Gotta make sure those [sorry - er 'our'] taxpayers
money keeps rollin in eh tim.
tim - simple message bud WE ARE ALL Australians….period !!!
Treacle again.
Tim - @Brett @tim @ben Mmmmmm...your outrage is palpable
Ben. You must be another white traumatised male. What is so
funny about this Ben is that white males, like yourself, are now
claiming victim hood, just like all the other perpetually outraged
among us. Those who you rail against. Ahhh the irony is just
delicious.
PS You strike me as the type who would be a massive
Trump/Hanson fan. Bless.
PPS I am a white male

Soon
Most Australian did not fully know the contents of 18C was until
Andrew Bolt was successfully charged with it. This is currently
Andrew Bolt's crusade, it is not about free speech, it is about
personal vendetta. Do politicians truly believe that we can say
what we want, slander and villify anyone anyone we want. If
they truly believe that, say it in public away from the protection
of parliament. We all live in glass houses and George Brandis is
right, we currently live in a very unstable world, there are bigger
issues that stroking a media commentator's ego.
John - @Soon 18C says nothing about slander. Your comment
is off topic.
Linda - @Soon Given that Bolt is prevented from referencing
the matters on which he was convicted, I don't how successfully
he runs a vendetta. From time to time he references other's
remarks on the issue, and I take it that you supported the Labor
Government's attempts to stifle the press to protect themselves
from proper scrutiny.
Kev - @Soon The railroading of Bolt was a disgrace and we can
be sure that that law would never be applied to anyone on the
left. Have you seen the things regularly said about Abbott, for
example? "Do politicians truly believe that we can say what we
want, slander and villify anyone anyone we want(?)"
Sadly most do not but they should. We had the right of free
speech but since few people dare exercise it that right has been
lost.
Warty - @Soon Totally wrong you are, Soon. If we hamper free
speech the accompanying feelings simply go underground a
fester. I allows the radical left to say what they want about
Same Sex Marriage, for instance, but enables those who oppose
it to be punished for saying why they oppose SSM. It allows
Sharia to creep into every aspect of Australian life, and prevents
voiced opposition, because that is somehow deemed to be
racist. It allows this outrageous QUT/Cindy Prior case to get off
the ground rather than remain within the domain of Facebook,
where it can be either supported or criticised. 18c is a top
priority.
Meg
There are other laws to deal with slander and defamation.

Fredrick - @Soon Nonsense, just Google Mrs Olga
Scully and Fredrick Toben and find out who was the first cab off
the rank for free expression soon after Section 18C had been
introduced during the late 1990s - then ask yourself the
question which ethnic group agitated to have S 18C as an
amendment to the RDA. The Bolt Case is a latecomer to this free
expression stifler. Then ask yourself why did Bolt not take the
matter to the High Court and have S 18C tested.
Bob - What a hypocrite Abetz is! The Coalition already took this
policy to an election. Where was he when his great idol Tony
Abbott betrayed us all with his shameless backdown to a bunch
of radical Muslims who were never going to support our national
security laws anyway?
Now with wishy-washy Turnbull leading, we will never see it
happen. I feel really sorry for George Brandis. He was
dedicated to this repeal but was sold down the river by one of
Abbott's dumb "captain's picks". His statement last March
shows that he personally remains a strong supporter, but will
run the Government line as long as he remains AG.
What we need is for a committed group of MPs to ram this policy
through the Coalition party room against Turnbull's opposition a chance they were never given by Abbott's pre-emptive action.
Linda - @Bob I am surprised that you do not see the exact
opposition Abbott was facing, or, at the very least, lack of
support from his own side as explanation for why various good
policies were dropped. Unbelievably, for instance, we now have
the AMA, who previously opposed the policy of Medicare copayments, now coming out to support the concept and Labor
campaigning for public servants to retain their world standard
PPL whilst the policy of extending those benefits to all was
ridiculed.
Bob - Senator Abetz proves once again that his hindsight is
20/20.
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C - When is the judge going to hand down his decision? To my
knowledge hearings finished before May this year. In a case of
such notoriety I do think the judge should have handed his
decision down by now. This matter needs to be finished.
Michael - It should never have been started.
Ianx - Expecting change? Don't hold your breath.
Ian - What happened to governing for the majority??
P - George, there are no bigger problems than the destruction
of free speech, and therefore, democracy, in a liberal society.
None.
Gerard -'“To be blunt there are more important issues at the
moment. There are more important issues which is why reform
to section 18C is not on the table,” Senator Brandis told
Australian Agenda.' That's when your polish started to tarnish,
George.
Bob - 18c was made law under the Whitlam administration.
Originally designed to make it unlawful to discriminate against
anyone's ethnic origin or religious and other personal beliefs
when seeking employment or accommodation. As is always the
case with government give an inch and they will take a whole
mile. An amendment was passed in1994 which states. Freedom
of speech will not be used as as a cover to offend, insult,
humiliate or intimidate people by reason of their colour or ethnic
or national origin. This is the part of the bill which is
unreasonable and should be repealed.
Stephen - I think protecting free speech is important and there
are matters including Section 18C that urgently need attention.
Probably never going to be an election issue. The Australian
Human Rights Commission should be abolished since it
continually opposes free speech and is in fact just a front for
minority sectional interests.
But there are much bigger problems facing Australia. Not least
in Tasmania the dire economic outlook.
Jim - @Stephen Forgot to say I read the article in a terrific
piece by a female writer in the Australian
Ken - The government doesn't have to discuss anything. It
should simply repeal a terrible law that it romised to do. And
withdraw as a signatory from the human rights commission and
other UN sponsored socialist weapons.
By bye Triggs...
Jim - @Ken I recollect it was Abbott who made the promise
then caved! Ask Mr. Bolt.
Roderick - @Jim @Ken Because he knew it wasn't going to be
passed by the senate. Still, Abbott should have tried.
More important issues says Brandis? Like rushing ahead with the
implementation of ill conceived measures to increase taxes on
the superannuation savings of voters largely drawn from the
government's own constituency. And doing nothing to pare back
out of control government spending. Yep. They've certainly got
their priorities right.
Andrew - Eric looks more and more worried each day. No
Taswegians ... no Old Guard ... the empire crumbles. Pity about
Taswegia's apples, he could do an apple crumble. Little sour
apples to match.
P - Andrew that's an odd comment! What do you have to write
which addresses the topic?
Andrew
@P Nothing. I'm free to offer nothing. Surely that's the sour
senator's point?
Marcel
@Andrew That's
quite
a
cringe
worthy
comment,written perhaps by someone who can't stand to hear
any alternative views?
Andrew - @Marcel @Andrew Mine is a broad church ... there
are many rooms in my mansion.
Colin - Eric must have the relevance deprivation syndrome.
Does he really think this was a election issue. Just another
chance to be in the public eye.
Sandra - @Colin I don't know about being an 'election issue',
but the whole QUT affair makes me feel a little sick.
JohnB - I am sure that the entire nation is hanging on, keenly
listening to every utterance from the mouth of Eric Abetz. He is
after all a leading light in the intellectual life of the nation. I just

cannot fathom how his talents have not been recognized by an
ungrateful nation.
David - @JohnB A great mystery indeed. Perhaps he needs to
be better at sarcasm.
Laurie - There are a lot of issues the Coalition did not raise in
the campaign that worry the silent majority: free speech was
but one of them.
Linda - There is nothing more important than being able to
discuss what concerns people, but asking Malcolm Turnbull to
promote free speech appears a bit of a stretch given what
seems to have been a campaign marred by keeping people
quiet, especially Ministers countering Labor's untruths.
As to the university matter, I wonder do they even have debates
any more, you know where students learn to discuss matters by
putting arguments and counter arguments in a civilised manner,
rather than protesting and using violence against anyone they
don't approve of being allowed to speak.
Terence - Part of the 'hurly burly' of campus life - perfectly
right Senator Abetz.
Can any of us (any normal rational adult) believe how such a
simple thing as a student rrquest for access to unused
computers on a uni campus could turn into a human resources
staff stoush and a lawyers' picnic? Why haven't these minor
issues been put to bed and nipped in the bud a long time ago?
Because 18C breathes life into those who choose selfvictimisation over a mature response to a reasonable request on
the QUT campus..
Terence M2
Laurie - @Terence Tony Abbott and MT don't have the balls to
repeal it.
K - tony abbott is not the pm
Bob - @k He didn't have the balls when he was!
John - @bob It wasn't lack of balls. He didn't have the
numbers.
C - @k Mr. Abbott had, as one of his election promises, made
repealing/correcting that part of the RDA a priority. When Mr.
Brandis commenced discussions to do so the media, minorities
and the inner city set orchestrated such opposition Mr. Abbott
crumbled on his promise. Read that as broke his election
promise. I voted for him and admire his integrity and decency,
however I am very, very disappointed with his backdown. We
are not perfect, but I am disappointed.
Gregory - Attorney-General George 'The Librarian' Brandis is as
pompously ineffectual as is his opposition counterpart, Mark
(call me surly) Dreyfus. Apart from self-service, what real good
have either of these supposedly accomplished lawyers ever done
for others? Together with many legal academics, George
Williams for example, the whole Human Rights Commission,
self-esteeming senior counsel (in particular those mealymouthed ones who deploy social justice as a platform for selfproclamation: Burnside, Robertson et. al.), these two political
lawyers, like so many of their predecessors, continuously
provide irrefragable evidence of the poverty of character and
intellect in the legal 'profession'.
Robyn - “A society that puts equality before freedom will get
neither. A society that puts freedom before equality will get a
high degree of both.” Milton Friedman. One could add that a
government that continues to push freedom further down the
list of priorities will end up destroying the very society that it
governs.
John - More important issues, like ripping off self-funded
retirees?
Graeme - I can't think of any issue more important than
freedom of speech. Get in on the table.
Andrew - @Graeme whose speech are you talking about?
Gerard - @Andrew @Graeme Everybody's.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/national-affairs/freespeech-should-have-been-issue-in-federal-election-2016campaign/newsstory/5dcf0d3962a6f252e13914082951f
b6a

___________________________________________________
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Dulcie Wilson:

Driven by love of truth to expose Hindmarsh myth

Chris Kenny, Associate Editor (National Affairs) Sydney,
THE AUSTRALIAN, 12:00AM JULY 16, 2016

Aboriginal activist Dulcie Wilson with Aboriginal dissident
women in August 2001.
Dulcie Wilson was born into the Depression in 1932 on the
Aboriginal mission at Point McLeay in South Australia and was
buried yesterday just 300km farther south on the outskirts of
the timber and farming town of Millicent. Yet her journey over
84 years formed a remarkable life of determined achievement.
Wilson was a Ngarrindjeri woman; a mother, grandmother,
great-grandmother,
great-great-grandmother,
staunch
Salvationist, community worker and member of indigenous
representative bodies.
Just over 21 years ago she stepped into the fulcrum of a divisive
national political debate when she became the public leader of
the so-called dissident Ngarrindjeri women who exposed the
fabrication of Hindmarsh Island’s secret women’s business.
Wilson and the other dissidents received nothing but grief for a
courageous intervention that triggered a royal commission,
confirming activists concocted heritage claims used by the
federal government to ban construction of a bridge in 1994.
Despite opprobrium from Aboriginal activists and the political
Left, the dissidents clung to the satisfaction that they stood up
for the truth and the integrity of their culture. Wilson took this
sense of righteousness to her grave.
More than a dozen dissidents presented evidence to the 1995
inquiry into the secret women’s business claims, but without the
moral confidence and public certitude of Wilson — together with
the first-hand evidence of Dorothy Wilson (no relation) and
matriarchal encouragement of Dulcie’s sister-in-law Bertha
Gollan (now deceased) — this pivotal scandal in indigenous
cultural politics would have gone undiscovered. They forced an
indigenous cultural fact check on the nation; for that the
dissident women won only ostracism from indigenous activists
and most of the media/political class who supported the secret
women’s business claims as an assertion of indigenous power.
But like Gollan before her, Dulcie Wilson ended her days defiant,
content and comforted by the example they set for others.
Still, while this controversy put Wilson’s values, courage and
insight into the public arena, it would be unfair for this episode
to overshadow the rest of her life.
Point McLeay was established on the southeastern shores of
Lake Alexandrina near the mouth of the Murray River in 1859 by
the Aborigines’ Friends’ Association. For all the good intentions
of those who ran it, this was an austere, isolated and
patronisingly racist community when Wilson was born, a
Ngarrindjeri girl who became a strong Christian.
The lakeside settlement is now known as Raukkan and it is self-administered by the Ngarrindjeri as the hub of their community.
Through the Depression and war years, amid hard physical work
and little by way of money or facilities, this must have been a
tough upbringing. Yet whenever Wilson spoke about the family,

fishing, farming and basic schooling of mission life, she did so
with fondness and stubborn pride.
In her autobiography, The Cost of Crossing Bridges, Wilson
writes about the devastation of losing her mother, younger
brother and grandfather within a few months of each other
when she was 12, and how, for some time, all she wanted was
to join them. “My father tried to care for us on his own, in our
little cottage, but seasonal work such as shearing or grape
harvesting would keep him away for several months at a time,”
she writes. “On such occasions, he would leave us with
Grandmother and Uncle Bruce. Eventually, we went to live with
them on a permanent basis.”
For Wilson, however, in her conversations and writing, there
was never the hint of a whinge about this difficult, communal
upbringing. Seemingly from an early age she had determined
that whatever confronted her would just have to be dealt with —
even the discrimination that initially was lost on her innocence.
“As a young child living on the Mission, I often wondered why
the white children of the administration staff travelled the three
miles to school at Narrung when we had a perfectly good school
at Point McLeay,” she writes. “When I got older, I learnt that
this was to separate the whites from the blacks, just as white
administration staff separated themselves from the Aboriginal
people when they had finished supervising the day’s work.”
We are left to imagine the hurt that must have been absorbed
when such ingrained injustice dawned on a young, inquiring
mind. Even in later years Wilson tended to be phlegmatic about
such things, although she didn’t shy away from calling out
racism when she encountered it.
Born to parents who were (to use the term of the time that she
uses in her book) half-castes, Wilson had light-coloured skin.
She said this was just as much a barrier to acceptance by many
Aborigines as her Aboriginality was with many whites.
Against the wishes of relatives, she traced the family history:
“We were told that some of the men who came to this country
took some of the young girls to be servants. My own greatgrandmother, herself a half-caste, was taken from around Lake
Alexandrina to the mid-north of South Australia to work for an
English settler, named Challinger. Some years later, she was
found several miles out from the small township of Melrose,
living in a big, red, hollow gum tree with two little boys.
“History tells us that a policeman notified the Aboriginal
Protection Board, who then had her brought back to Point
McLeay Mission … As the years went by the two little boys grew
up and married. One of them became my grandfather. The
woman he married was another half-caste by the name of Essie
Wilkins, who we believe came from an English/Aboriginal
background, too. Uncle Bruce always felt it was a shameful thing
to expose some of these happenings, hence we were never
encouraged to ask about our past, as it was believed it would
bring disgrace upon the family name.”
At 18, Dulcie Rigney, as she was, married Lindsay Wilson, a 28year-old shearer, on the mission where their first home was a
tent in grandma’s back yard. The newlyweds cared for Dulcie’s
younger brothers (the youngest, Roger, went on to become a
premiership champion for Sturt Football Club in Adelaide). By
the time the Wilsons had their first daughter, Dulcie’s
grandmother had died and they had moved into the small stone
cottage.
As a teenager she had committed to the Salvation Army, and in
1957 Wilson was selected as South Australia’s representative to
a global women’s conference in London. The 25-year-old mother
of three from a hideaway Aboriginal mission sailed to London,
saw new countries, met fascinating people, visited historic
places and gave a 10-minute speech at Westminster.
She said the experience opened her eyes and encouraged her
self-confidence. “My husband, Lindsay, used to always say that
the trip to England and my speech were my downfall, as I
haven’t stopped talking since,” she writes.
The couple’s biggest wrench was leaving mission life later that
year to strike out on their own. They settled with their three
children in Millicent, where Lindsay had been shearing. They had
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a fourth child and stayed there for the rest of their lives, to the
great benefit of that community.
In a way, Dulcie Wilson’s extraordinary gift was her fierce pride
about being ordinary. She recognised the triumph it was for her
and Lindsay to overcome such limited and disadvantaged
beginnings to raise a family, buy a home and be completely selfsufficient by dint of hard work and commitment. She strongly
believed that a path to progress was available for anyone willing
to try.
Wilson never denied that she and Lindsay — who spoke some
Ngarrindjeri language and passed on much traditional
knowledge before he died in 1994 — encountered
discrimination. She recounted how Lindsay was once locked up
by police overnight — wrongly — on suspicion of a minor
property crime. But she refused to dwell on such attitudes: “We
didn’t blame the police for locking Lindsay up in the (1960s); we
didn’t blame the English for dispossession of the land; nor did
we blame the loss of our parents for our traumatic and difficult
young lives. Continually looking backwards can chain us to the
past and spoil the present, as well as sap us emotionally. While
we hold on to our bitterness and resentment, we cannot
successfully relate to the present and the future. Blaming
someone for our circumstances is a cop-out, an excuse for not
taking responsibility for our own lifestyles and actions.”
In Millicent across almost 60 years Wilson was involved in
myriad organisations and charitable works. In the Salvation
Army she led youth programs and women’s groups, joined the
band, started a choir and led the church when there was no fulltime minister. She conducted services and funerals. She cooked
and cleaned, organised functions and visited the sick and
elderly. She became part of the town’s fabric. In 1985 she was
named Millicent’s Citizen of the Year and later a street, Wilson
Court, was named in her honour.
Wilson made it her business to help newcomers settle into the
town. In 1960 she assisted a Dutch immigrant family that
included 16-year-old Rintje Taekema. He became a lifelong
friend and Salvationist comrade. Now a retired Salvation Army
major, Taekema conducted yesterday’s funeral according to a

detailed running order left by Wilson. “Dulcie was a born leader
who designated and co-ordinated,” he says. “She was
hardworking and organised, always set the highest standards,
and was a loving, caring person.”
The Hindmarsh Island saga was a brutal cultural battle that
tested friends, family and communities. But new bonds were
struck. The Hindmarsh Island developers, Tom and Wendy
Chapman, were at the funeral and spoke of Wilson’s loving
nature and generosity.
The attitude of the dissident women was most pithily
summarised at the time by Beryl Kropinyeri: “Reconciliation
starts with the truth.” Wilson expands on that theme in her
book: “Much pain was inflicted by a system of injustice and
oppression, but I believe the time has come for Aboriginal
people to look beyond what happened 200 years ago and let go.
“People who live in this country today cannot be held
responsible for the deeds of their forebears, nor would I expect
today’s Australians to hold the present-day Aborigines
responsible for what happened between the two races 200 years
ago. Reconciliation must be two-sided.”
At the Millicent Civic Centre and the local hospital, the Aboriginal
flag flew at half-mast yesterday, and the Salvation Army flag
draped Wilson’s coffin. Hundreds gathered from near and far.
There was much singing, including by great-granddaughter
and The X Factor finalist Ellie Lovegrove.
Then Dulcie Wilson was buried next to Lindsay. An ordinary
couple, she would have said, who made their own way.
Obituary
Dulcie Cecilia Wilson. Community worker. Born Dulcie Rigney at
Point McLeay Mission, SA, Jan 29, 1932.
Died July 8, aged 84.
Chris Kenny is the author of It Would be Nice if There was
Some Women’s Business: The Story Behind the
Hindmarsh Island Affair.
http://www.theaustralian.com.au/opinion/columnists/c
hris-kenny/dulcie-wilson-driven-by-love-of-truth-toexposehindmarshmyth/newsstory/5951972665f6145c87
25a5c28264a47b
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A brief Friesian grave side eulogy – Friesians are
known to be “Wortkarg” = individuals of a few
words.

One is still walking…
Observed in a dementia unit. A man pushing his
walker along the corridor asking a visitor:
Excuse me, can you tell me where I am going?

__________________________________________________
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Argentina: Macri Abolishes Iranian Immunity against AMIA
Bombing Charges - Asharq Al-Awsat July 20, 2016
continents in 14 cities. Launched in London in
1978, Asharq Al-Awsat has established itself as the
decisive publication on pan-Arab and international affairs,
offering its readers in-depth analysis and exclusive
editorials, as well as the most comprehensive coverage of
the entire Arab world.

---------------------------------------------------------

Saudi Expert:

‘Etiquette’ Goes Beyond Table Manners
RANEEM HANNOUSH June 10, 2016, 6:16 am 1373
People hold up pictures of those who died in the AMIA
Jewish center bombing that killed 85 people as they
commemorate the attack's 22nd anniversary in Buenos
Aires, Argentina, July 18, 2016. (AP Photo/Natacha
Pisarenko)
Buenos Aires- On the 22nd anniversary marking the terrorist
bombing of the AMIA (Asociacion Mutual Israelita Argentina),
staged by Iran, which left 85 dead and 300 injured, the Iranian
regime received an unexpected and major put-down.
The AMIA involved a car bomb attack against a Jewish
community center in Buenos Aires.
Argentinian President Mauricio Macri made the decision on
cancelling the memorandum of understanding established with
the Iranian regime when former Argentine President Cristina
Fernandez de Kirchner was in office.
The memorandum ensured that Islamic Revolutionary Guard
Corps IRGC members involved with the AMIA bombing are not
pursued.
Iran’s former president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad worked
relentlessly to get the memorandum signed in 2013, and it
eventually was. At the time, Tehran considered the signing of
the memorandum a great diplomatic and moral success, which
will mitigate pressure imposed on IRGC members involved with
the horrendous attacks that struck Buenos Aries during 1992
and 1994.
One of the notorious figures that have been greatly relieved by
the memorandum is former Iranian diplomat and Mohsen
Rabbani, who Interpol had issued a Red Notice by.
Macri had promised in his 2015 presidential elections campaign
that when rising to power he would save no efforts when it
comes to the dissolution of the memorandum.
Prosecutors have accused Iranian officials of being behind the
bombing, but no one has been convicted in the attack.
“It’s been 22 years of not knowing what went on as a result of
badly introduced evidence, other evidence that hasn’t even been
considered, and documents that the executive power hid from
judges,” Mario Cimadevilla, head of a special investigative unit
focused on the attack, told local radio.
During the ceremony, some also called for answers in the
mysterious death of the leading prosecutor investigating the
case. Alberto Nisman’s body was discovered in his apartment
January 18, 2015, with a gunshot wound to the head.
Nisman was scheduled to go before Congress the next day to
present allegations that then-president Cristina Fernandez
orchestrated a secret deal to cover up Iranian officials’ alleged
role in the attack. Fernandez denied it and judges later threw
out the case.
A year and a half after Nisman’s death, authorities have yet to
determine whether he took his own life or was killed by
someone else. Many say that he was slain because he was a
threat to the Argentine and Iranian governments.
Asharq Al-Awsat
Asharq Al-Awsat is the world’s premier pan-Arab daily
newspaper, printed simultaneously each day on four

London-Arab families used to send their daughters to
Switzerland, France and Britain to learn the “Etiquette” bases in
extensive sessions. But the “Etiquette House,” an initiative
launched by the Saudi Dania bin Saedan, offers the opportunity
to acquire etiquette skills in the middle of Riyadh.
Bin Saedan studied etiquette in the United Kingdom and
received a training certificate from London School of Etiquette.
When she returned to Saudi Arabia, she launched many training
sessions and workshops in her country and the Gulf, aiming to
spread the rules she learned in the Gulf society.
Most people assume that “Etiquette art” is from French origins.
Yet, the Saudi expert told Asharq Al-Awsat that this art’s bases
are extracted from Islam. She said that when she was studying
in the UK, one of her teachers informed her that etiquette is
linked to Islam in many aspects, like the rule of eating with the
right hand. Therefore, during her workshops, Bin Saedan is
always eager to use Quran versus and Hadith when teaching
etiquette lessons.
While some consider that learning etiquette and protocol is a
sort of luxury and a practice designated for aristocrats and rich
people, Dania ensured for years to spread the etiquette
message as an inclusive topic that goes beyond table manners
and specific categories in the community. The expert added that
etiquette should be taught in schools and workplaces.
Concerning the etiquette-related mistakes that Arab people
commit, she said that throwing garbage and cigarette buts on
the streets is the biggest one and the disrespect of queues are
the most common.
The “Etiquette House” project provides many sessions and
workshops to teach etiquette for children and adults, including
etiquette skills of tea drinking, wardrobe choices, invitations,
and work.
The project also covers social media with two accounts on
Twitter and Instagram to interact with the people interested in
etiquette and to answer their questions. Bin Saedan hopes she
can soon share video tutorials on YouTube.
Raneem Hannoush
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Holocaust deniers target new book that debunks denialism
Thursday, 21 July 2016, 12:29 pm Press Release: Sterling Gate Books
Holocaust deniers target new release book that
anyone with an ounce of common sense that the
debunks denialism
historical facts we present in our book are indisputable.”
The recent publication of a book by a New Zealand
James says the comments of one Amazon reviewer best
father-and-son writing team debunking Holocaust denial
sum up his opinion of “that other book.” He refers to a 1theories has drawn the ire of two of the world’s leading
star review by a Holocaust survivor, which reads,
Holocaust deniers.
“Whenever verifiable historical facts are presented, there
When Papamoa-based publishing company Sterling Gate
are always some doubting Thomases who claim that the
Books published “DEBUNKING HOLOCAUST DENIAL
facts are wrong: in this case it's anti-Semites and
THEORIES: Two Non- Jews Affirm the Historicity of the
Holocaust-deniers. They are always ready to crawl from
Nazi Genocide”, authors Lance and James Morcan didn’t
under a rock.”
expect to see another book released with an identical
“I couldn’t have put it any better myself,” says James.
cover image and similar title slamming their book.
“DEBUNKING HOLOCAUST DENIAL THEORIES: Two NonBut that’s exactly what happened when UK company
Jews Affirm the Historicity of the Nazi Genocide” is
Castle Hill Publishers published “Fail: ‘Debunking
available as a Kindle ebook and paperback on Amazon.
via:
Holocaust Denial Theories’: How James and Lance
https://www.amazon.com/DEBUNKING-HOLOCAUSTMorcan Botched Their Attempt to Affirm the Historicity of
DENIAL-THEORIES-Historicity-ebook/dp/B01EYY7T7Y
the Nazi Genocide”, by denier Carlo Mattogno, author of
The Holocaust denial book with identical cover:
numerous books and papers championing Holocaust
https://www.amazon.com/Fail-Debunking-Holocaustdenialism.
Theories-Historicity/dp/1591481449/
Mattogno’s book includes a foreword by none other than
the infamous anti-Semitic author/publisher Germar
http://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/CU1607/S00265/holoc
Rudolf who established Castle Hill Publishers and who, “in
aust-deniers-target-new-book-that-debunksdenialism.htm
2005 was arrested in the U.S., deported to Germany and
***
sentenced to 44 months imprisonment for his publishing
activities.” That’s according to an article on the
DEBUNKING HOLOCAUST DENIAL THEORIES:
publisher’s own blog at codoh.com, which openly
Two Non-Jews Affirm the Historicity of the
promotes the philosophies of the Committee for Open
Nazi Genocide
Debate on the Holocaust. In reality, Rudolf served a two
by James Morcan (Author), Lance
year prison sentence in Germany for inciting racial
Morcan (Author), Hetty E. Verolme (Foreword)
hatred, disparaging the dead, and for libel.
The Morcans’ book “Debunking Holocaust Denial
Theories”, with foreword by Holocaust survivor Hetty E.
Verolme, was written in close consultation with Holocaust
survivors and World War Two historians.
In a review on Amazon one of the Holocaust survivors,
author Peter Kubicek, recommends the Morcans’ book “to
everyone who has an open mind and wishes to learn
more about this important topic.” Kubicek also states
that the “book is the result of prodigious research.”
As the book’s blurb states, “No stone is left unturned in
meticulously verifying the historical facts of the genocide.
The Morcans present a wide array of sources including
Nazi documentation, eyewitness accounts, scientific
reports and shocking photographic evidence to shut
down the debate deniers wish to create. One by one, the
various arguments Holocaust deniers use to try to
discredit wartime records are carefully scrutinized and
then systematically disproven.”
The author of published “Fail: ‘Debunking Holocaust
Denial Theories’” takes issue with this, claiming “their
knowledge even of their own side’s source material was
dismal, and the way they backed up their misleading or
DEBUNKING HOLOCAUST DENIAL THEORIES: Two Nonfalse claims was pitifully inadequate”. He then devotes
Jews Affirm the Historicity of the Nazi Genocide, by
the entirety of his book to debunking the Morcans’ claims
independent researchers and filmmakers James Morcan
chapter by chapter.
& Lance Morcan with a foreword by Holocaust survivor
Sydney-based James Morcan said today that he and his
Hetty E. Verolme (author of The Children's House of
father consider the publication of a book debunking their
Belsen), aims to end the denial once and for all by
own work a back-handed compliment of sorts.
tackling the bizarre phenomenon head-on.
“For a criminally convicted Nazi-apologist and an antiWritten in close consultation with Holocaust survivors
Semitic author to go to the enormous trouble of writing
and World War Two historians, no stone is left unturned
and publishing a book analysing ours to this extent
in meticulously verifying the historical facts of the
shows they consider the facts we present a serious threat
genocide. The Morcans present a wide array of sources
to their publishing activities and their bogus Holocaust
including Nazi documentation, eyewitness accounts,
denial claims,” says James. “It essentially signals to
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scientific reports and shocking photographic evidence to
shut down the debate deniers wish to create.
One by one, the various arguments Holocaust deniers
use to try to discredit wartime records are carefully
scrutinized and then systematically disproven. Theories
debunked include: the six million death toll figure being
an exaggeration; gas chamber exterminations being
fictitious; Adolf Hitler and the Third Reich being wrongly
vilified; the analysis of Holocaust records being a taboo
due to specific laws in Europe criminalizing deniers; “Evil
Zionists” and Israel being so powerful that they can
censor history.
The Holocaust is shown in this book’s pages to be one of
the most well-documented and most historically and
forensically-proven crimes of the 20th Century. In the
process, many of the world’s most infamous deniers,
including disgraced British historian David Irving and the
former President of Iran Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, are
revealed to be nothing but anti-Semites seeking to
further denigrate, undermine and demoralize the world’s
Jewish population.
In this enlightening read that covers more than two
millennia of global history, anti-Semitism is shown not
only to be the root cause of every form of Holocaust
denial, but also the reason for the relentless persecution
of the Jews since Biblical times. The authors quote
verbatim the often sickening and always baseless
comments of kings, emperors, politicians, popes, bishops
and muftis about the Jews and why they chose to commit
numerous genocides against them over the centuries.
These historical quotes prove eerily similar to the vicious
anti-Semitic statements made by Holocaust deniers of
this era…
If you wish to learn more about WW2 and the Nazi
extermination camps, if you are confused by all the
convoluted conspiracy theories circulating on the Internet
about the Holocaust, or if you are currently a denier
yourself,
then
DEBUNKING
HOLOCAUST
DENIAL
THEORIES is a must read.
Editorial Reviews
Review
★★★★★ "First-rate contribution to an important
topic. This book is the result of prodigious research. I
recommend to everyone who has an open mind and
wishes to learn more." --Peter Kubicek (Holocaust
survivor and author of Memories of Evil: A World War II
Childhood)
"A brilliant work of detailed, forensic research and
analysis ... A compendium of irrefutable facts, figures,
investigation and evaluation to explain why the Final
Solution wasn't a Jewish-created myth, but a hideous
and perpetrated plan to exterminate Jews and other
'sub-humans' from the pure Aryan world which Hitler and
his henchmen wanted to create ... What the Morcans
decided to do was to drill down into history and show
that the Holocaust was the culmination of thousands of
years of anti-Semitism." --J-Wire Jewish News Daily
★★★★★ "An excellent book by James and Lance
Morcan. It is well researched and well thought out. They
have spoken to Holocaust survivors as well as World War
II historians.
In this well documented book, they attack five areas
deniers talk about and prove the deniers wrong. They
discuss the 6 million number figure that deniers claim is
wrong; the gas chamber exterminations that are claimed
to be false; Hitler and the Third Reich being vilified over
this issue; that access to many records are denied to

deniers because of discriminate European laws; and the
power that is assumed Israel has over every phase of our
lives.
They use Nazi documents, survivor accounts, eyewitness
accounts, scientific tests and results, and photographs
(almost entirely Nazi photographs) to prove their case.
The fact that the Holocaust is probably the most well
documented genocide in history and that it has been
proven
true
through
scientific
and
historical
documentation was in their favor. However, the amount
of documentation to be gone through was monumental.
The book is a must read for students of the Holocaust
and World War II as well as for deniers or those who are
conflicted as to the authenticity of the Holocaust."
--Pam Blevins (Regional Museum Educator at the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum)
From the Author
Excerpts from the foreword by Holocaust survivor
Hetty E. Verolme:
This book has been written for those who believe the
Holocaust is a fairy tale. It has been excellently
researched by authors James & Lance Morcan, and they
have proven beyond any doubt that the Holocaust did
occur.
Those who deny the Holocaust are not only ill informed,
but their resistance to accepting a well establish fact
comes from a deep-seated hatred of the Jewish people.
In other words they are anti-Semites.
Beyond a shadow of a doubt, the Nazis committed this
heinous crime and the German people - who in the main
were aware of the atrocities but kept quiet about them are therefore guilty by association.
SIX MILLION Jewish people were murdered in a manner
which can scarcely be imagined except in the evil minds
of the Nazis who set about bringing to fruition 'The Final
Solution' - which they very nearly achieved. In total, they
murdered and slaughtered 11,000,000 innocent people
without mercy, and this figure does not include deaths
resulting from the battles of war.
As a Holocaust survivor I can speak of it as I did
experience the terrible conditions for fifteen long months
in Bergen-Belsen concentration camp. I vividly recall the
hours standing for roll call during snowfalls, heavy rains,
heatwaves and storms. We could not sit on the ground as
we would lose our food rations for two days if we did.
They counted us, but the SS always concluded two or
three were missing, even though this was never the case
as there was no way anybody could ever escape the
camp with the watch towers everywhere and the SS men
constantly on patrol with their dogs. They often forced us
to stand for three or four hours,and sometimes up to
nine hours, during roll call. Young and old were meted
out this mental and physical cruelty.
Food was 4 cm (1.5 inches) of black bread which was
already weeks old.The SS had to put vinegar in the bread
so that fungus would not grow in it. We also received
three quarters of a litre of brown watery soup with a
piece of carrot or parsnip floating in it. Those were our
entire rations day in, day out for every 24 hours.
The beatings, the terrors, the unspeakable sufferings,
the deprivation of water, the lack of protection from the
harsh weather conditions, and being dressed in cotton
grey and white (the colours of a slave labourer), all
combined to strip us of our identities. We were only
known by a number. Number 10564 was mine.
I was a 13-year-old girl when we were taken from our
home in Amsterdam at 4.00am. Together with my
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parents and two little brothers we were deported to the
transit camp Westerborg where we stayed for four
months. During this time we saw many, many trains
leave for Auschwitz. My father's parents were on one of
these trains and they went straight to the gas chambers.
It is most important that the Holocaust is remembered.
Let's hope this book will contribute toward that.
Hetty E. Verolme-Werkendam
Author of The Children's House of Belsen and Hetty: A
True Story. Foreword dated 3rd of June 2016.
https://www.amazon.com/DEBUNKING-HOLOCAUSTDENIAL-THEORIES-Historicity-ebook/dp/B01EYY7T7Y

even of their own side’s source material was dismal, and
the way they backed up their misleading or false claims
was pitifully inadequate.
F for FAIL.
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Fail: "Debunking Holocaust Denial Theories": How
James and Lance Morcan botched their Attempt to
Affirm the Historicity of the Nazi Genocide – July
15, 2016
By Carlo Mattogno (Author), Germar Rudolf (Foreword)

The novelists and movie-makers James and Lance
Morcan have produced a book “to end [Holocaust] denial
once and for all.” To do this, “no stone was left unturned”
to verify historical assertions by presenting “a wide array
of sources” meant “to shut down the debate deniers wish
to create. One by one, the various arguments Holocaust
deniers use to try to discredit wartime records are
carefully scrutinized and then systematically disproven.”
They headlined the book Debunking Holocaust Denial
Theories.
Drumroll! Fanfare!
Unfortunately, it’s a grand feint, and the present study
proves it. First, the Morcans did not address revisionist
arguments at all. In fact, they completely ignored the
vast amount of recent scholarly studies published by
revisionists; they didn’t even identify them. Instead, they
engaged in shadowboxing, creating some imaginary,
bogus “revisionist” scarecrow – a mélange of distorted or
completely invented alleged “denier” arguments – which
they then tore to pieces. In addition, their knowledge

https://www.amazon.com/Fail-Debunking-HolocaustTheories-Historicity/dp/1591481449/
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HOW I BECAME A HERITAGE FRONT POSTER GIRL
By Elisa Hategan - July 20, 2016
him his reputation. Staring down at us from an ornately
framed oil painting was Zundel’s beloved icon, Adolf
Hitler.

Elisa Hategan as a teenager.
“The problem with this country is they don’t believe in
freedom of speech,” Ernst was saying. “I’m just a
publisher. I don’t condone violence, but if it happens, I
don’t want to hear about it. What those boys do after
they leave the meeting is none of my business.”
I was sitting in the living room of the world’s most
notorious Holocaust denier, Ernst Zundel, surrounded by
wall-to-wall bookshelves creaking under the weight of
Nazi propaganda, revisionist history books and stacks
of Did Six Million Really Die?, the booklet that had earned

Elisa Hategan at 11, the year she arrived in Canada.

It was the spring of 1992, and I had just turned 17. Most
of my days were spent in Zundel’s Carlton Street
townhouse cutting newspaper clippings and assisting
with office duties. I also ran errands for him – mailed
newsletters at the post office, fetched his favourite
goose-liver paté from the corner grocery store. He paid
me in meals and attention, which I desperately craved.
I was born in Romania and came to Canada at age 11,
two years before the fall of Nicolae Ceausescu’s
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dictatorship. My parents split up soon after our arrival,
and my father returned to Bucharest, where he died
shortly after. By age 16, I was transitioning between my
abusive mother’s house and various group and foster
homes. I didn’t have any friends and lived in a rough
inner-city neighbourhood where other kids picked on me
because I didn’t fit in. I missed Romania desperately.
After I ran away from my last foster home and went back
to live with my mother, I dropped out of school. I had no
hope, no prospects and was filled with rage. That’s when
I met Wolfgang Droege, an ex-Klansman and leader of a
new nationalist organization calling itself the Heritage
Front. Its purported aim was to advocate pride for our
European roots. “Why is there a Black History Month and
not a European Heritage Month?” was a key recruitment
message.
Droege, in turn, introduced me to his close friend Ernst
Zundel, who lived a short five-minute walk from my
place and needed help around his fortified townhouse.
Being the youngest member of the Heritage Front gave
my life purpose and direction. They were my newfound
family. I had an ideology now; my anger was whittled
into shape. When I was hungry or needed a place to
sleep, I could depend on Ernst or Wolfgang to help.
Before I met Ernst, I had no animosity toward Jews. But
the twisted “facts” that he presented day after day
quickly desensitized me to the horrors of the Holocaust.
Soon I didn’t even believe it happened.
The Heritage Front’s rapid growth was unparalleled in the
history of Canada’s far right – within a year, we were
filling meeting halls with hundreds of angry skinheads,
many of whom were told to infiltrate the Reform party so
that “someday we can take over.”
Both Zundel and Droege mentored me to become a
youth recruiter, a writer for their Up Front magazine and
a key speaker at rallies. I was labelled the new, softer
face of the movement and was trotted out in countless
media interviews. I rattled off memorized lines and
pretended that I couldn’t be happier.
That summer in Toronto, the Native Canadian Centre on
Spadina Road and Pathfinder, a left-wing bookstore on
Bloor Street, were both targeted on the same Friday
night. The Native Centre had a black swastika painted on
its front steps, while the bookstore was marked with a
Star of David. A Canadian Jewish Congress member’s
Kitchener, Ont., home was firebombed twice, and the
Morgentaler abortion clinic blown up. The Heritage
Front’s telephone number was spray-painted on the
opposing wall, along with the caption, “Peace, Love and
White Power!”
Then the street attacks began. Three South Asian men
were beaten within a short period of time, two of them to
death. The third one, a 41-year old Sri Lankan immigrant
named Sivarajah Vinasithamby, who was a former
science teacher and father of three, was punched and
kicked in the head so violently that he became brain
damaged and paralyzed.
The last attack happened right after a concert
performance by the Canadian white power band RaHoWa
(an abbreviation for Racial Holy War) had ended, and the
skinhead convicted was a card-carrying Heritage Front
member.The escalation of violence left me unsettled and
questioning where it was all going. When the group
began to target women and sexual minorities for
harassment and asked me to participate, I knew I’d had
enough. For two years, I had absorbed hate like a

sponge and used it to numb the pain that was bubbling
up inside of me.
Now it was time to take action.
It would be dangerous to leave – I was 18 now and knew
too much for them to let me go easily. And besides, I
wanted to do more than just drop out – I wanted to
make a difference. I needed to make them pay for what
they had done.
With the help of anti-racist individuals who had been
targeted by the Heritage Front for harassment, I began
to spy on the Front. For four long months, I collected
information on its leaders’ criminal activities and stole
Zundel’s mailing lists. I signed more than two dozen
affidavits and provided police with a list of people who
owned illegal guns.
Months later, I testified against Droege and two other
Heritage Front members in front of a Human Rights
Commission tribunal, which resulted in convictions and
jail sentences. These convictions, along with the
subsequent revelation that Front co-leader Grant Bristow
was an undercover CSIS agent, led to the Heritage
Front’s dissolution the following year.

The writer in Jerusalem last year.
Much changed for me in the years that followed. I
received my high school diploma, graduated magna cum
laude from university, taught English in South Korea and
travelled the world. I became a writer, publishing in
prestigious literary magazines. Eventually, I journeyed
back to Romania and tracked down my father’s old
village, and in the process, met long-lost relatives who
informed me that my father had been Jewish. After
learning more about my family history and reconnecting
with other Jewish cousins, I formally converted to
Judaism in 2013.
The ugly, brutal world I witnessed as a teenager faded
away slowly, to the point that some days I wondered if it
hadn’t all been just a bad dream. And then I came
across Your Ward News, the racist, anti-Semitic
periodical from Toronto’s Beaches neighbourhood
published by James Sears, and realized in shock that
Gary Schipper, one of the men I’d helped send to prison
20 years ago, was now one of its contributing writers.
I was seized with the realization that nothing had
changed. The 21st century drove hate groups further
underground, cloaked online by virtual private networks
and anonymous profile pics, but they still existed and
were more connected than ever before. Meeting halls had
transformed into clandestine chat rooms, leaflets had
morphed into memes, but the extremist ideology still
raged like a swirling bonfire, claiming impressionable
minds.
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A lifetime ago, I stood on a stage, a 17- year-old girl
barely tall enough to see over the podium, and made
skinheads cheer with hate. At age 30, I stood on another
stage and read a poem that made an audience weep.
Such is the power of words – they can either uplift or
uproot lives, plant seeds of hope or hate into others.
Words don’t just wield power – they are power.
It’s so easy to hide behind the veil of free speech – the
Zundels of the world seldom get convicted for a crime,
even though their venom may serve to justify physical
attacks. They may not hold a weapon or pull the trigger,
but by fabricating the lies that spark hate in the hearts of
alienated youth, they shape misguided rage into a
purpose and aim it straight onto a target.
Long after a skinhead goes to jail for bashing someone’s
head in with his steel-toed boots, the words that inspired
him to take action are still out there in the form of
leaflets, newsletters and memes in hidden chat rooms,
floating around like dandelion seeds until they land on
another lost soul and take root.
And the cycle of violence continues.
Elisa Hategan is a Toronto-area freelance writer and
social media marketing consultant. She is the author of
the memoir Race Traitor: The True Story of Canadian
Intelligence’s Greatest Cover-Up.
http://www.cjnews.com/home-featured/becameheritage-front-poster-girl

Right of Reply:
Date: Thu, 21 Jul 2016 19:46:38 -0400

Subject: Re: Sent from Toben - Your take on this?
A lot of this is true, but some is NOT.
First, in essence Elise is a Jew and a treacherous one at
that.
I did not know her well but had an eye-opening
experience, probably in 1991 or 92. Ernst had to check
into the Don Jail and surrender on the eve of his appeal
in regards to the False News charge. CAFE put on a
demonstration for him. We had about 30 people and Elise
and others came from the HF. She happened to be
waking beside me on the picket line. A Negro woman and
a small, I'll say three year old, child walked past us and
climbed the steps into the prison. It was visiting hours.
Elise turned to me and hissed: "I'd like to smash him and
break his bones." Now, this wasn't a joke. She was
intense and meant it. Now, the child hadn't done
anything. Her comment was out of the blue. She was one
of the very few people I've ever known to be really
consumed with hate.
Notice that she talks of various acts of violence but there
is no link to the HF.
Subsequently, Wolfgang confessed that he had brought
her along too quickly. Ernst quickly grew to distrust her
and considered her a disturbed young woman. She may
be exaggerating her role or the length of her stay at
Zundelhaus.
Oh, yes, some years ago she came out as a lesbian.

________________________________________________
Dr David Duke & Adrian Salbuchi on Argentina TV
Published on Apr 7, 2015
http://www.DavidDuke.com

An incredible interview of Dr. David Duke on Buenos Aires Television with Adrian Salbuchi on
why those who really believe in human rights, Gentiles and Jews alike, should stand up for the
Palestinian people and against the Zio racism and extremism that afflicts not only Palestine but
so much of Western media, finance and politics!
This video has many incredible insights on the world we live in.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Us3pn0wS-U

____________________________________________
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Fredrick Töben and Robert Faurisson on Fritz Berg
By Robert FAURISSON, July 23, 2016
Fredrick Töben and I have recently exchanged comments via email, which I reproduce here in their entirety.

***
July 10, RF to FT
Thank you, Fredrick, for defending me. Very best wishes.
July 11, FT to RF
Robert, I just don’t understand why Fritz continues in this mode
– without Faurisson there is no Revisionism; without Berg, there
is relief for Revisionists.
Your presence and your work is vital – as it was for me those
many years ago when we first met! – Cordially.
July 11, RF to FT
Dear Fredrick,
I see you are wondering why Fritz Berg behaves towards me as
he does.
My answer is that I myself would like to know his reasons with
certainty.
Gene Brugger used to say that Fritz Berg got angry with me
when he realized that, although he was an engineer, he had
never grasped as well as I that, in order to demolish the Big Red
Lie of the Holocaust, one of the best ways to proceed was with a
“nuts and bolts revisionism”. I for one was working like a
member of what in France we call “the technical police” and “the
scientific police”, or like a forensic examiner. I wanted the
accusers of NS Germany not to show me any more
testimonies or any other blabla until they’d shown me “the
scene of the crime” and “the crime weapon”.
Remember: “Show me or draw me a Nazi gas chamber”. And I
was lucky enough to find, on March 19, 1976, the plans – which
had been kept hidden by our Eastern liars – of the five
crematoria at Auschwitz and Birkenau. As Germar Rudolf would
say years and years afterwards, that’s the way “Faurisson
pul[led] the trigger”.
Faurisson, the specialist of Greek and Latin and modern French
literature, along with “Appraisal of Texts and Documents
(Literature, History, Media)”. Not Berg, the engineer.
And something else. I think it was in 1993. I was observing the
inauguration of the Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington.
I was outside admiring the splendid horses of the police when a
journalist asked me whether I was Faurisson, and if he could ask
me some questions. I agreed. There I was answering his
questions when I felt someone approaching from behind.
Suddenly I received a rather violent push and nearly fell down
to my left. Fritz Berg was the pusher! And – mind you – I heard
him saying to the journalist something like: “This guy has had
his time with you. I am the one you have to ask your
questions”.
I was so shocked and I felt so ashamed all at the same time of
Fritz Berg, the journalist and myself that I slowly withdrew and
went back to look at the horses.
I suppose I have never mentioned that incident in writing.
I must say that, if the man is so angry with me it might also be,
at least partly, because, right at the beginning when I first met
him, I also met his mother. I guarantee you that she looked a
perfect “Yiddische Momme”. He himself looks like a Jew. When
I’d told him I was of Scottish descent by my mother I could not
help asking him whether his mother and himself were not of
Jewish descent. Perhaps I even asked what her maiden name
was. You must understand that in France in those days there
were quite a few Jews on the revisionist side.

I do not remember his reaction exactly but he did not appreciate
the question(s) that probably a good many people had already
put to him.
Anyway, Fredrick, I have to congratulate you for your
moderation in your answers to a man who keeps insulting you.
And I have also to thank you for the way you take up my
defence and the defence of revisionism.
With my very best wishes.
July 12, FT to RF
Robert, thank you for this personal comment, which explains so
much, and now causes me to reflect some more on the issue.
This is, of course, how I approached the subject and during the
obvious ebb and flow of my own research, where doubt
sometimes became overwhelming – as occurred when I
personally met Prof Deborah Lipstadt after her talk in Melbourne
in 1994, your: ‘Show me or draw me a Nazi gas chamber!’,
together with Ernst Zündel’s, ‘The story keeps on changing’,
helped me to re-focus and steady my enquiring mind’s
meanderings into doubt about the official fundamentals of the
Holocaust-Shoah narrative.
Then there was Fred Leuchter’s 1988 fundamental physical
research, as refined by Germar Rudolf, then in 1992 Dr
Franciszek Piper admitting to David Cole that Krema I is a
reconstruction, which then Robert Jan van Pelt/Deborah Dwork
confirmed in their 1996 book, “Auschwitz: From 1270 to the
present”, at 363-64, and admitting that Krema I was made to
look like the homicidal gas chambers at Krema II. Since then in
2002 Fritjof Meyer claimed no gassings occurred within the
Auschwitz camp complex but rather in two non-existent farm
houses outside of the camp complex.
I must recall that during my first court appearance after my
arrest at Mannheim in April 1999 the arraignment judge, who
unlike in Common Law countries, himself wrote up what
transpired before him, asked me whether I would like to add
anything to what he had written. I asked that my words be
written down: If at any time the evidence of the murder weapon
– the homicidal gas chambers – is found, then we would be the
first to publish it to the world. And I still recall how public
prosecutor Klein jumped out of his chair and sprinted over to the
judge’s bench and loudly proclaimed. No-no, that’s not
necessary! Of course, I countered by insisting my words he
written down, which the judge did, because by this time I knew
I would not be let go on bail and that I would for the first time in
my life spend time in a prison.
Now of interest is that the “official” Holocaust-Shoah narrative,
as formulated in a live presentation on 7 November 2015 by
Yale
historian
Professor
Timothy
Snyder
–
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cfgQWc4q2Bo – has even
done away with the “systematic extermination” thesis, which
had been achieved in large measure in 1985 at the Toronto
Zündel trial where Prof Raul Hilberg admitted the two written
Hitler orders that allegedly began the Holocaust never existed,
but that all Germans knew what to do with the Jews. The joke
then coursed through Revisionists ranks that a “wink and a
nudge” began the extermination process.
A further elaboration of Snyder’s narrative, published on 3 April
2016, is found here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PI6sOfQfYf0
Of interest is my current matter before the court – it was heard
on 4-5 February 2015 and the judge took until 30 November
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2015 to reach a decision on the matter before her, which we are
appealing on Friday, 15 July 2016.
Please advise if I can publish your below response with my
above comment – it’s for the record, Robert, and if you wish to
add anything to it, please do.
My best wishes to you, and thank you for being there.
July 22, RF to FT
I’m sorry, Fredrick, that I haven’t been able to reply till now to
your email of July 12 but both my wife and I are having serious
health troubles. She was supposed to be hospitalised on July 26
for an operation the following day but they’ve recently
discovered an infection to treat and cure her of urgently. I hope
this will be possible but I have my doubts. A new appointment
with the surgeon could only be rather far-off because our
hospitals are overburdened. For my part, I suffer from very
painful after-effects of a physical assault of long ago and shall
probably have to be hospitalised in turn.
I’d have liked to comment on all the replies you’ve made to me.
I’m going to have to limit myself to a few remarks. You wrote at
some point: “Without Faurisson there is no revisionism”. This
phrase can only have exceeded what you were thinking. The
revisionism of the Second World War has thus far been a
considerable undertaking that has mobilised the efforts, talents
and sacrifices of an impressive number of people from nearly
every corner of the globe and every background. But, as in any
undertaking of such dimensions, there have happened to be a
few rare individuals of regrettable behaviour. There is no need
to lend much importance to this since, all told, revisionism,
whose political, financial and media resources are laughable, has
won an impressive number of victories on the historic and
scientific level. Good luck, dear Fredrick, in your legal case! For
my part, I still have five trials to come. Let’s think of all our
friends who, for their part, are in prison – where we may end up
joining them.
NB: A moment of relaxation, if you will. Like a certain number of
revisionists, you seem not to realise that David Cole had actually
obtained nothing from F. Piper in 1992. Many years before then
I had personally obtained from Jan Machalek, an official of the
Auschwitz-Birkenau
State
Museum,
the
same
answer
(“rekonstruiert”) on the subject of Krema-I by showing him
there was no soot on the opening of the ovens. It was in 1975,
during my first inspection of the camp. And I’d had the idea of
saying: “So, sie haben Pläne”. He pitifully replied: “Ja”. I added:
“Wo sind diese Pläne?” And he told me that the plans were in
the Archives department. On March 19, 1976, on my second
inspection, Tadeusz Iwaszko, head of the Archives, had,
reluctantly, granted me access to the precious plans of all the
Krema, five in all, at Auschwitz and Birkenau, until then kept
hidden by the Polish communists: a real treasure-trove which a
few years later I let the participants at the first revisionist
conference in Los Angeles – notably Arthur Butz and Ernst
Zündel – appreciate. It’s on those plans that could be seen for
the first time, such words as “Leichenhalle” or “Leichenkeller”
(for mortuaries). David Cole in 1992 had broken through an
open door, one that I’d opened seventeen years previously!
See,
for
a
reminder
from
1993,
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.fr/1993/01/letter-tobradley-smith-and-david-cole.html.
The very height of absurdity would have been for German
chemists, engineers and physicians to go and install “weapons
of mass destruction” operated with Zyklon-B or hydrogen
cyanide (HCN) in buildings housing… crematory ovens! Indeed,
this gas is described by the scientific and technical documents
as highly inflammable, highly explosive and highly
dangerous both for personnel and the environment.

Another remark: the Germans used, for the disinfection of
locomotives and trains, hangars that they filled with Zyklon-B or
HCN. This does not at all mean that they could easily have used
such spaces for gassing human beings, then evacuated the
bodies. Indeed, it is easy, after gassing a locomotive or goods
carriage (metallic mass) to get rid of the HCN by ventilation,
whereas it becomes impossible to get rid of gas that has settled
in the body tissues of hundreds or thousands of dead and
continues to emanate from them.
Such a labour would have been all the more superhuman as it
would have been necessary to carry on with it the next day, day
after day, and indefinitely over several years.
You may find the following five articles useful with respect to the
points we’ve discussed.
Gas chamber of the Maryland State Penitentiary,
Baltimore (USA) (February 11, 1980)
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.co.uk/1980/02/gaschamber-of-maryland-state.html
The Victories of Revisionism (December 11, 2006)
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.co.uk/2006/12/victories
-of-revisionism.html
The Victories of Revisionism (continued) (September 11,
2011)
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.co.uk/2011/09/victories
-of-revisionism-continued.html
The revisionists’ total victory on the historical and
scientific level (December 31, 2015)
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.co.uk/2015/12/therevisionists-total-victory-on.html
Another scientific document that by itself explodes the
myth of Hitler’s gas chambers (July 7, 2016)
http://robertfaurisson.blogspot.co.uk/2016/07/anotherscientific-document-that-by.html

******
Thursday, October 4, 2012
Vidéo "Un homme: Robert Faurisson répond aux
questions de Paul-Eric Blanrue" (octobre 2010), en
français, italien, allemand, arabe, anglais, croate
:http://www.unhommefaurisson.com
Pour Netanyahu, la vraie bombe !

La vraie bombe que craint Netanyahu!

_________________________
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Translation of Nuremberg document NI-9912
By Robert Faurisson, I January 1977
Document NI-9912 reduces to naught all the supposed
“witnesses’ accounts”, without exception, on the use of
Zyklon B to kill human beings.
Remarks on the document
It comes from the archives of the Nuremberg trials. It was
registered by the Americans at a late date: August 21, 1947, in
the “NI” category (Nuremberg, Industrialists). It was taken from
the archives of the Degesch company and listed under four
headings, among which that of “Atrocities” (sic).
The original, in the form of four large pages to be posted on
walls, was a notice that must have been distributed in a great
many copies; the specimen translated here was issued by the
Prague Health Authority, doubtless in the midst of the war. The
contents show that its purpose was to convey instructions for
the use of Zyklon (prussic or hydrocyanic acid) to destroy
vermin in buildings which could be either civil or military
(apartment blocks, barracks, etc.). The document fittingly
reminds us of a truth learnt from experience: of all deadly
weapons, gas will probably long remain the most unwieldy;
when it kills, it kills so well that it can be fatal to the killer who
decides to use it. If it is quite easy to kill with prussic acid, it is
also quite difficult to kill anyone nearby without running terrible
risks oneself.
This document describes the properties of Zyklon, its risk of
explosion, its toxicity. Only persons possessing a certificate
obtained after special training may use the product. A gassing’s
planning and preparations call for measures and tasks requiring
several hours, possibly days. Then comes the operation itself.
Among many details we note here that Zyklon is not to be
poured out into a pile or through the air. To produce the desired
effect it must be spread thinly on paper mats; none of it is to be
lost anywhere: all will be recovered in due course. It will take
from six to thirty-two hours to kill the pests (sixteen hours on
average). Then will come the most critical moment, that of
aeration. The text says: “Aeration presents the greatest danger
for both participants and non-participants. It is therefore
necessary to proceed with particular caution, and always
wearing a gasmask.” This aeration will have to last “at least
twenty hours”. Sentries, during all that time and even
afterwards, must remain near the building. To make sure that
no gas remains, the specialists, again in gasmasks, enter the
premises with a strip of paper that will indicate the presence of
any residual gas. Twenty hours previously, the simple opening
of doors and windows, as well as easy tasks of moving “planking
and sealing items” (an effort amounting to nothing compared
with the dragging away of hundreds even thousands of corpses)
had presented a certain danger – inherent in a possible
acceleration of the breathing – since, after the aeration of each
floor, the team had had to go outside, remove their masks and
breathe fresh air for at least ten minutes. All the rest is in a
similar vein and I leave it to the reader to discover in each line
of this document how absurd by comparison the stories of our
false witnesses are. [Author’s note]
Document NI-9912
Guidelines for the Use of Prussic Acid (Zyklon)
For Destruction of Vermin (Disinfestation).
1. Properties of Prussic acid:
Prussic acid is a gas that is released by evaporation.
Boiling point: 26° C.
Freezing point: -15° C.
Specific weight: 0.69.
Vapour density: 0.97 (air = 1.0).
Liquid form evaporates easily.

Liquid form: clear and colourless as water.
Smell: unique, bitter-sweet.
Powerful ability to penetrate.
Prussic acid is water-soluble.
Danger of explosion: 75 g. Prussic acid in 1 cbm. air. (Normal
application is ca. 8 - 10 g. per cbm., so not explosive). Prussic
acid should not be brought into contact with open fire, glowing
metal wire, and so forth. It burns slowly and loses its potency
completely. (It produces carbonic acid, water and azote.)
Toxicity to warm-blooded animals:
Prussic acid emits practically no warning to the senses,
therefore it should be considered highly poisonous and highly
dangerous. Prussic acid is one of the most powerful poisons. 1
mg. per kg.-body weight is enough to kill a man. Children and
women are usually more sensitive than men. A very small
quantity of Prussic acid does not harm men, even with constant
breathing. Birds and fish are very sensitive to Prussic acid.
Toxicity to insects:
The effect of prussic acid on insects depends less on
temperature than is the case with other gases; that is, it even
works at cold temperatures (even down to -5° C). For many
species, particularly bedbugs and lice, the eggs are more
sensitive than the imagos.
Toxicity to plants:
The degree of toxicity depends on the plants’ state of
development. Plants with hard leaves are less sensitive than
those with soft leaves. Mould and dry rot are not killed by
prussic acid.
Prussic acid does not kill bacteria.
II. Forms in which Prussic acid is used:
Zyklon is a mixture of Prussic acid and an irritating agent
absorbed in a substrate. The substrate may be wood disks, a
granular red-brown material (“Diagriess”) or small blue cubes
(“Erco”).
The irritating agent is used as a warning device, and offers an
additional advantage in that it stimulates the breathing of
insects. Release of prussic acid and the irritating agent by
simple evaporation. Zyklon will keep for 3 months. Use
damaged cans first. Always use up the contents of a can
completely. Liquid prussic acid damages polish, varnish, paints,
etc. – gaseous prussic acid does not. The toxicity of prussic acid
is not affected by the irritating agent, but the danger is
considerably reduced.
Zyklon can be rendered harmless by burning.
III. Possibilities of poisoning:
1. Slight poisoning:
Dizziness, headache, vomiting, discomfort etc. These symptoms
will disappear if one quickly goes out into fresh air. Alcohol
reduces the resistance to prussic acid gassing – do not drink
alcoholic beverages before gassing.
Administer: 1 tablet of Cardiazol or Veriazol to prevent heart
trouble, another tablet 2 to 3 hours later if need be.
2. Severe poisoning:
The victim collapses suddenly and is unconscious. First aid:
fresh air, remove gas mask, loosen clothing, assist breathing.
Lobelin intramuscular 0.01 g. Camphor injections are
forbidden.
3. Poisoning through the skin:
Symptoms as with 1. Treatment also the same.
4. Stomach poisoning
to be treated with:
Lobelin 0.01 g. intramuscular
iron sulphate vitriol calcinated magnesia.
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IV. Protection against the gas:
When gassing with Zyklon use only special filters, such as filter
cartridge “J” (blue-brown) made by Auergesellschaft of Berlin, or
Dragerwerke of Lübeck.
If gas gets through the mask, leave the building immediately
and change filters, after having also checked the mask’s sealing
and adjustment. The filter cartridge is exhausted when gas gets
through the mask. With filter cartridge “J” go into the open air
for about 2 minutes, so that moisture from the breath can build
up in the filter cartridge. –
The filter must never be changed in a gas-filled room.
V. Personnel:
For every disinfestation, a disinfestation team will be used,
consisting of at least 2 men. The gassing chief is responsible for
the gassing. His duties include, in particular, inspection,
aeration, giving the all-clear and safety measures. The chief
should appoint a deputy in case he is absent. The chief’s orders
must be obeyed without hesitation.
Untrained personnel or trained personnel without a certificate
must not be used for gassing operations. Such persons also
must not be allowed to enter a room filled with gas. The chief
must know where his personnel are at all times. All personnel
must be able to prove at all times that they possess official
authorisation to use prussic acid for disinfestation.
These guidelines must be followed exactly in all cases.
VI. Equipment:
Each man must have with him at all times:
1. His own gas mask.
2. At least 2 special packets for use against Zyklon prussic acid.
3. The manual “First Aid for Prussic Acid Victims”.
4. A copy of the work order.
5. Authorisation certificate.
Every disinfestation team must have with it at all times:
1. At least 3 additional special packets.
2. 1 residual gas detector.
3. 1 Lobelin injection device.
4. Lobelin, 0.01 g. ampules.
5. (Cardiazol), Veriazol tablets.
6. 1 prybar or spike-hammer to open Zyklon cans.
7. Warning posters of the prescribed kind.
8. Sealing material.
9. Paper sheets on which to lay out Zyklon.
10. An electric torch.
All equipment must be kept clean and in working condition.
Damage to equipment must be repaired immediately.
VII. Planning a gassing:
1. Will the gassing work?
a) Type and situation of the building.
b) Nature and condition of the roof.
c) Nature and condition of the windows.
d) Presence of heating shafts, air shafts, holes in the wall, etc.
2. Determine the kind of pests to be destroyed.
3. Calculate the volume of the space. (Do not rely on plans,
make own measurements. Measure only exterior dimensions,
inclusive of masonry.)
4. Prepare the occupants (Remove domestic animals, plants,
food, undeveloped photographic plates, beverages and tobacco,
gas mask filters).
5. Determine openings difficult to seal. (Air shafts, drains, large
openings with wooden planking, roofs).
6. Determine necessary safety measures. (Guards, work team
for sealing).
7. Set the date for the operation and the time needed for
evacuation.

8. Make plans for the safety of the surrounding area, if
necessary.
9. Notify the authorities.
VIII. Preparation for a gassing:
1. Sealing.
2. Open all doors, wardrobes, drawers, etc.
3. Unmake the beds.
4. Remove open liquids (left-over coffee, wash-water, etc.).
5. Remove food.
6. Remove plants and domestic animals (aquariums, and so
forth).
7. Remove undeveloped photographic plates and film.
8. Remove dressings for wounds, medications whether open or
in packages (especially charcoal).
9. Remove gas mask filters.
10. Prepare to inspect the result.
11. Evacuate the occupants.
12. Collect keys. (All entry door keys.)
IX. Gas concentration and treatment period depend on
- type of pest,
- temperature,
- degree to which the premises are filled and
- air-tightness of the building.
For indoor temperatures of above + 5° C one ordinarily uses 8
g./m3 prussic acid.
Treatment period: 16 hours, unless particular conditions, e.g.
closed construction, permit a shorter period. In warm weather
the time may be reduced to 6 hours. With temperatures under +
5° C it should be extended to at least 32 hours.
The aforesaid concentration and duration apply for bedbugs,
lice, fleas etc., and eggs, larvae and pupae.
For ringworms, in temperatures of above 10° C, 16 g./m3 and
21 hours’ application time.
Flour moths, as for bedbugs.
X. Gassing a building:
1. Check to make sure all persons have left the building.
2. Unpack the Zyklon cases. For each floor, prepare the
necessary quantity.
3. Distribute the cans. One man goes into the building, receives
and distributes the cans brought to him by the work team. (He
has them placed beside the sheets of paper.)
4. Dismiss the work team.
5. Deploy the guard; the leader of the gassing team gives them
his orders.
6. Check that the sealing and evacuation are complete.
7. Put on all gas protection gear.
8. Open the cans and pour out the contents. Spread the
contents out thinly, so that the Zyklon evaporates quickly and
the required concentration of gas is reached as soon as possible.
The treatment begins on the highest floor, the cellar is treated
before the ground floor if the former has no exits. Rooms
already treated should not be entered again, if possible. The
treatment is carried out slowly and methodically. Go slowly
especially on stairways. Interrupt the treatment only in case of
emergency.
9. Lock and seal the entry doors (do not forget the keyhole) and
give the keys to the gassing team leader
10. On every outer door place a notice reading as follows:
“WARNING: Poison gas – danger of death – entry forbidden.” If
necessary, the warning sign must be in several languages. It
must in any case include at least 1 clearly visible death's head.
11. All gas protection gear, resuscitation equipment and residual
gas detectors must be to hand. Every member of the gassing
team must know where these items are.
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12. At least 1 member of the gassing team remains always near
the building being gassed. The guard must be notified of his
position.
XI. Aeration:
Aeration presents a great danger both for participants and nonparticipants. Therefore it must be carried out with particular
caution and gas masks must always be worn. In principle it
must be done in such a way as to be able to obtain fresh air
in the shortest time and so that the gas is evacuated from a
side where there is no risk to non-participants. If aeration is
difficult, a man having received special training remains before
the building to observe the gas’s evacuation.
1. Make sure that no person not involved with the gassing
remains in the vicinity of the building.
2. Post the guards so as they can observe the entrances to the
building without being disturbed by the evacuated gas.
3. Put on gas masks.
4. Enter the building. Shut the doors but do not lock them.
5. First open the windows on the side of the building opposite
the wind direction. Aerate one floor after the other. Begin with
the ground floor and take a pause of at least 10 minutes after
each floor.
6. In each room of the building the hallway doors, connecting
doors and windows must be opened. If any windows are difficult
to open, they may be left closed until after most of the gas has
been evacuated.
7. Planking and other sealing items that cannot be put away
easily may be removed after most of the gas has been
evacuated.
8. In freezing conditions or when there is risk of freezing, make
sure that heating systems and water lines do not freeze.
9. Rooms with valuable contents such as wardrobes etc. may be
locked again as soon as the windows are opened.
10. Block the doors and windows so that they do not close on
their own.
11. Seals on chimneys shall be removed after the provisional allclear.
12. The aeration must last at least 20 hours.
13. The guard must remain near the building throughout the
aeration.
XII. Provisional all-clear:
A gassed room can be provisionally opened to access once the
paper strips used as residual gas detectors – with windows and
doors open – show a blue paler than the middle of the colour
scale of reference. Only tasks of aeration and arrangement may
be carried out in provisionally opened rooms. In no event may
anyone rest or sleep in them. The windows and doors must
always be kept open.
XIII. Arrangement work after the provisional all-clear:

1. Remove the remnants of Zyklon from the gassed rooms. In
general they are to be returned to the factory along with the
cans and cases. Remove the inscription “Poison” from the cases
before returning them. Moist, wet or dirty remnants and
damaged cans must never be returned. They can be thrown in
the rubbish bin or on the cinder heap but must never be
emptied into drains.
2. Mattresses, straw sacks, cushions, upholstered furniture and
similar objects must be shaken or beaten in the open for at least
one hour (in rainy weather, at least two hours in the vestibule)
under the supervision of the gassing team’s chief or his deputy.
3. The stuffing of straw sacks should be replaced, when
possible. The old stuffing need not be burned – it can be reused
after further aeration.
4. If chimney pots have been plugged, the plugging material
must be fully removed to avoid the danger of ovens and
fireplaces not having enough draft, which will cause carbon
monoxide poisoning.
5. After the final all-clear a gassing report in the prescribed form
must be completed, in two copies. In particular, it must include:
a) the volume of space gassed,
b) the quantity of Zyklon used,
c) the name of the gassing team’s chief,
d) the names of the other personnel involved,
e) the duration of the action,
f) the date and hour of the final all-clear for the disinfested
rooms.
XIV. Final all-clear:
1. In no case earlier than 21 hours from start of aeration.
2. Bring back into the rooms all objects removed for shaking
out.
3. Windows and doors shall be closed for one hour.
4. Rooms with heating must have their temperature brought to
at least 15° C.
5. Detection of residual gas. The paper strips must not be of a
blue more pronounced than the brightest degree of the colour
scale of reference, even when placed between sheets or
mattresses laid together, and in places difficult of access or
difficult to aerate. If this is not the case, the aeration must be
continued and residual gas detection repeated after a few hours.
6. In buildings to be used as soon as possible for sleeping,
proceed with residual gas detection in each room separately. In
no case may persons spend the night in a room that has
been gassed on the same day. The windows must always
remain open during the first night of the room’s reuse.
7. The gassing team’s chief or his deputy may not leave the
building until the final all-clear has been given for the last room.
Published by the Health Authority of the Protectorate of
Bohemia and Moravia in Prague

_________________________________________________
Am 19.07.2016 um 01:58 schrieb Horst Mahler:
An die AfD-Mitglieder in Sachsen
Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren,
wenn Sie von mir diesen elektronischen Brief erhalten, werden
Sie vielleicht versucht sein, ihn sofort „wegzuklicken“. Viele
Deutsche sind so abgerichtet, daß sie sich nicht trauen, Briefe,
Flugschriften oder Bücher von „Nazis“ zu lesen. Nun, ich bin kein
„Nazi“, ich bin nach langen inneren Kämpfen Nationalsozialist
aus tiefster Überzeugung. Sie sollten mich anhören! Der
„Parteiphilosoph“ Marc Jongen stellt mich in eine Reihe mit
Houston
Stewart
Chamberlain,
dem
Mentor
Adolf
Hitlershttps://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Houston_Stewart_Chamberl
ain, und Alfred Rosenberg, dem Parteiphilosophen der NSDAP
(https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alfred_Rosenberg). Er tut das

vermutlich, weil er erkannt hat, daß ich etwas zu sagen habe,
auch wenn ihm das ganz und gar nicht gefällt.
Sie sind sich bewußt, daß viele Deutsche große Hoffnungen mit
Ihrer Partei verbinden. Täglich werden es mehr. Ihnen ist
vielleicht auch bewußt, daß die Deutschen gegenwärtig in
Gefahr sind, durch massenhaftes Eindringen von Afrikanern und
Asiaten meist moslemischer Prägung in ihrer angestammten
Heimat zu einer – zudem gehaßten – Minderheit zu werden. Was
in unsere Wohnsitze einströmt, sind keine Flüchtlinge, sondern
feindliche Invasoren, die einige echte Flüchtlinge als ihr
Schutzschild vor sich herschieben, damit man nicht das Feuer
auf sie eröffnet (was im Krieg das Allernormalste auf der Welt
ist). Und es ist Krieg.
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,Glauben Sie noch, daß es sich dabei um einen schicksalhaften –
also nicht gewollten und geplanten - Prozeß handelt? Nun,
unsere „Blauäugigkeit“ ist ja sprichwörtlich. Aber was sich
gegenwärtig in unserer Heimat abspielt, geht immer mehr der
Unsrigen „über die Hutschnur“. Sie wachen aus dem Wachkoma
auf.
Unsere Feinde, die dabei sind, einen teuflischen Plan zu
verwirklichen, haben allen Grund, die „Alternative für
Deutschland“ zu fürchten. Ist sie doch zum ersten Male seit der
Niederlage des Deutschen Reiches im 2. Weltkrieg eine
politische Kraft, in der sich die „Mitte“ unseres Volkes einfindet,
um dem Willen der Deutschen, deutsch zu sein und deutsch zu
bleiben,
Ausdruck zu geben – und schließlich auch
durchzusetzen
Wie schon oft in der Vergangenheit, unternimmt es der Feind,
den aufkommenden Widerstand gegen seine Machenschaften
mit der bewährten „Antisemitismuskeule“ niederzustrecken. Das
ist der Sinn der Hetze gegen den AfD-Landtagsabgeordneten Dr.
Wolfgang Gedeon. Dessen schwächliche Verteidigung mit der
Behauptung, er sei kein Antisemit, die Unterwerfung unter die
Judenheit bedeutet.
Der Wind dreht sich. Es mehren sich in allen Erdteilen die
Anzeichen dafür, daß die Judenheit – nunmehr weltweit – als
eine zerstörende Kraft wahrgenommen wird. Wenn die AfD den
von ihr jetzt verlangten Kniefall vor der Judenheit vollführt,
vernichtet sie sich selbst. Die deutschwilligen Deutschen werden
ihr nicht mehr vertrauen. Das für diese Lageeinschätzung nötige
Wissen ist von mir in
verschiedenen Beiträgen für das
Internetportal „Aufstand gegen die Weltherrschaft der
Judenheit“
https://aufstand-gegen-die-judenheit.com/
zugänglich gemacht worden. Wer in der Partei in dieser
lebenswichtigen Angelegenheit mitreden und mitentscheiden
will, muß dieses Material kennen. Dieser Hinweis ergeht an alle
AfD-Mitglieder in Sachsen. Nach Kenntnisnahme wird man
Ihnen nichts mehr vormachen können. Die Deutschen werden es
Ihnen danken. Vielleicht ist die AfD ja doch noch zu retten.
Mit freundlichen Grüßen
Horst Mahler
***

Gesendet: 2:29 Dienstag, 19.Juli 2016
Betreff: Re: Sie können die AfD noch retten
Von: Matthias Lange
mlange.training@googlemail.com
Bitte, Herr Mahler!
Hören Sie auf, diesen Unsinn über "die Juden" zu verbreiten. Ich
kann es nicht mehr lesen. Man kann den Geldadel gern
kritisieren, aber wenn man alles Schlechte der Welt in einer
einzigen zudem friedlichen Volksgruppe sieht, dann sollte man
darüber nachdenken, ob man genauso einer Gehirnwäsche
unterliegt wie die Grünen in ihrem Ökowahn und die Linken in
ihrer Internationalismus-Träumerei. Ihrer Biografie nach haben
Sie mit dem Wandeln in den ideologischen Extremen in jederlei
Hinsicht Erfahrungen gemacht und es steht zu hoffen, dass mit
dem Alter auch die Weisheit dazukommt, dass es nicht glücklich
machen kann, einer Weltsicht nachzuhängen, die sich von
Fakten und Beweisen losgelöst hat.
Die AfD, die ich schätze, steht dafür, Tatsachen und Fakten zu
untersuchen und sich nicht mit irgendwelchen verleumderischen
Geschichten aus den letzten Jahrhunderten, die sich gegen eine
schwer verfolgte Volksgruppe richtet, zu befassen. Im
Gegenteil: Sie sollte bereit sein, von einer verfolgten
Volksgruppe, die im nahen Osten den einzigen wirklich
demokratischen Staat aufgebaut hat (und ihn verteidigt), soviel
wie möglich zu lernen, um das Gelernte für den Schutz der
eigenen Umgebung einzusetzen.

Ich bitte Sie darum: Bleiben Sie sachlich und unterlassen Sie
bitte weitere Emails dieser Art. Ich denke, ich spreche damit für
nicht wenige andere, die Ihre Mail auch erhalten haben.
Danke!

***

From: Horst Mahler
mailto: horst_mahler@yahoo.de
Sent: Wednesday, 20 July 2016 7:22 PM
To: Werner Dieter
Subject: WG: Sie können die AfD noch retten
Oh Gott, Herr Lange, wie sieht es in Ihrem
Kopf aus!
Sie geben 1:1 wieder, was Ihnen in den fremdbestimmten
Bildungseinrichtungen
der
Bundesrepublik
Deutschland
eingeblasen worden ist. Toller Erfolg der „Umerzieher“.
So wie Sie, habe auch Ich die Judenheit gesehen. Irgendwann
fiel mir aber auf, daß die Menschen meiner Umgebung die
Stimme senkten, wenn die Rede auf das bewußte kleine
Völkchen kam. Diese Beobachtung brachte mir die Erinnerung
zurück an eine Begebenheit, die ich lange verdrängt hatte. Es
war im Jahre 1949. Ich saß mit meiner Mutter an dem Tisch
einer dürftig möblierten Unterkunft. Worüber wir sprachen,
erinnere ich nicht. Scheinbar unvermittelt brach sie in Tränen
aus. „Ich habe solche Angst um euch“. Sie meinte damit uns
vier Kinder. „Wir haben jüdische Wurzeln.“ Eine ihrer
Großmütter sei Jüdin gewesen. - Ich hatte keinen der
mütterlichen Vorfahren noch erlebt. Sie waren alle vor meiner
Geburt verstorben. So blieb der Inhalt dieser Mitteilung für mich
ohne Bild. Ich fand es aber absonderlich, daß auch nach dem
Ende der Nationalsozialistischen Judenpolitik die Angst sie noch
fest im Griff zu haben schien. Ganz und gar rätselhaft war für
mich, daß sie als Vierteljüdin (nach den Nürnberger
Rassegesetzen. Nach Jüdischem Gesetz, der Halacha, sind wir
Volljuden) den „Führer“ vergötterte auch noch, nachdem ihr
Bruder im Verlauf des sogenannten Röhm-Putsches von der SS
erschossen worden war. Er war der Adjudant des Gauleiters der
SA in Schlesien.
Wahrscheinlich ist diese komplexe Episode die verborgene
Wurzel, die mein Leben mit der „Judenfrage“ verwoben hat.
Ich weiß es nicht.
Lange war ich das, was man einen „Philosemiten“ nennt. Diese
Haltung war auf vertrackte Weise auch bestimmend für meine
Hinwendung zum „bewaffneten Kampf in Westeuropa“. Doch das
ist eine andere Geschichte.
Ich will es abkürzen. Irgendwann wurde es für mich zur Frage,
was der Grund dafür sei, daß das Volk der Hebräer – „das
kleinste der Völker“ – seit etwa dreieinhalb Jahrtausenden in der
Weltgeschichte eine bestimmende Rolle spielt, während alle
anderen antiken Völker verschwunden und größtenteils
vergessen sind.
Dieses Volk ist der Schoß der drei Abrahamitschen
Weltreligionen, die bis in unsere Tage miteinander im Streit
liegen und die Welt bewegen. Es gelingt mir nicht, in Religionen
die Erfindungen betrügerischer Priesterkasten zu sehen.
Beeinflußt vom Hegel’schen Geschichtsbegriff bin ich seit vielen
Jahren – mehr als zwei Jahrzehnte – auf der Suche nach dem
Schlüssel, der mir das Rätselhafte der Jüdischen Existenz als
Auserwähltes Gottesvolk aufschließt, das schon im Alten
Testament als das „gehaßte Volk“
Jesaja 60
…14Es werden auch gebückt zu dir kommen, die dich
unterdrückt haben; und alle; die dich gelästert haben, werden
niederfallen zu deinen Füßen und werden dich nennen eine Stadt
des HERRN, ein Zion des Heiligen in Israel. 15Denn darum, daß
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du bist die Verlassene und Gehaßte gewesen, da niemand
hindurchging, will ich dich zur Pracht ewiglich machen und zur
Freude für und für, 16daß du sollst Milch von den Heiden
saugen, und der Könige Brust soll dich säugen, auf daß du
erfährst, daß ich, der HERR, bin dein Heiland, und ich, der
Mächtige in Jakob, bin dein Erlöser.…"
und als Gehilfe JAHWES bei zahllosen Völkermorden portraitiert
ist.
Ich bin zutiefst davon überzeugt, diesen Schlüssel endlich
gefunden zu haben. Die Grundlinien dieser Erkenntnis habe ich
in meinem Buch „Das Ende der Wanderschaft – Gedanken über
Gilad Atzmon und die Judenheit“ nachgezeichnet. Sie finden
dieses Buch im Internet unter der Adresse
https://germanenherz.files.wordpress.com/2015/03/das-endeder-wanderschaft-07-01-2013.pdf
Dazu die Loepfe-Rezension
https://verlagketabha.files.wordpress.com/2009/07/horstmahlers-ende-der-wanderschaft.pdf
Auf mich gemünzt schreiben Sie:
"…wenn man alles Schlechte der Welt in einer einzigen zudem
friedlichen Volksgruppe sieht, dann sollte man darüber
nachdenken, ob man genauso einer Gehirnwäsche unterliegt wie
die Grünen..."
Gehirnwäsche hin, Gehirnwäsche her; es sind bedeutende
Jüdische Geister, zuletzt der Regisseur und Publizist Gérard
Menuhin (Sohn des Violinisten Yehudi Menuhin) mit seinem Buch
„Die Wahrheit sagen, den Teufel jagen“
https://deutschelobby.files.wordpress.com/2015/12/menuhingerard-wahrheit-sagen-teufel-jagen-ganze-buch.pdf, die das
Judentum als das Prinzip des Bösen in der Welt (Satan) sehen.
Martin Buber, der Jüdische Weise, brachte es in einem seiner
Grundlagenwerke auf den philosophischen Begriff. Er schrieb
1941 (!):
„Bisher hat die jüdische Existenz nur dazu ausgereicht,
Götzenthrone zu erschüttern, nicht aber einen Thron Gottes
aufzurichten. Das macht die Unheimlichkeit der jüdischen
Existenz inmitten der Völker aus. Das Judentum prätendiert das
Absolute zu lehren, aber faktisch lehrt es nur das Nein zum
Leben der Völker, vielmehr es ist dieses Nein und nichts mehr.
Darum ist es den Völkern ein Grauen geworden. Darum muß, wo
eins von ihnen dazu übergeht, nicht mehr wie bisher nur in
seiner Innerlichkeit, sondern in den Ordnungen der Wirklichkeit
sein eigenes Selbst als das Absolute zu setzen, es Israel
abschaffen wollen. Darum ist Israel heute, statt mit einem Flug
über den Abgrund den Weg der Rettung weisen zu dürfen,
zuunterst in den Strudel der allgemeinen Heillosigkeit
gerissen.”( Martin Buber, Zweiter Band - Schriften zur Bibel,
Kösel-Verlag, München 1964, Seite 1071)
Die Deutsche Idealistische Philosophie hat es dahin gebracht,
die Völker als Gestalten des erscheinenden Gottes zu begreifen.
In Hegelscher Fassung geben sich die rein logischen Momente
des Begriffs (Gottes) reales Dasein u.a. als Völker. Diese sind
als Organe des Absoluten Geistes aufeinander bezogen, als
welche sie einen einzigen Organismus, den Organismus Gottes,
bilden. Sie sind nicht grundlose Vorhandenheit, die jeweils auch
nicht sein könnte. Vielmehr ist jedes Volk Teil dieses Ganzen
und notwendig zugleich das Ganze. Von da aus ist es nur ein
kleiner Schritt, nach der Realexistenz der logischen Negation als
Volk zu fragen. Die Antwort hat Martin Buber gefunden.

Allerding kommt er nicht über eine einseitige Bestimmung
(„Nein“) hinaus. Hegel hat entdeckt, daß Sein und Nichts logisch
ein und dasselbe ist. Negation zu sein schöpft die Bestimmung
der Judenheit nicht aus. Als notwendiges Moment des Absoluten
(Gottes) ist die Negation an sich selbst zugleich Affirmation. In
Bezug auf die Judenheit hat diesen Gedanken zuerst der Apostel
Paulus im Römerbrief 11, 27-29 wie folgt ausgesprochen:
27“Und dies ist mein Testament mit ihnen, wenn ich ihre
Sünden werde wegnehmen." 28Nach dem Evangelium sind sie
zwar Feinde um euretwillen; aber nach der Wahl sind sie
Geliebte um der Väter willen. 29Gottes Gaben und Berufung
können ihn nicht gereuen.…“
Bis in unsere Tage ist die Abwehrbewegung gegen „das Nein
zum Leben der Völker“, der Antijudaismus (von Juden
falschbezeichnet als „Antisemitismus“), erfolglos geblieben, weil
die Judenheit nur als „Schlechtigkeit“, d.h. als „nutzloses“ Böses
erfaßt war. Aber sie ist „Feind um unseretwillen“ und deshalb
gerechtfertigt. Der Mentor von Karl Marx, Moses Heß, hat diesen
Gedanken wie folgt gefaßt:
„Das Judentum ist am Ende als das Grundprinzip der
geschichtlichen Bewegung aufzufassen. Juden müssen da
sein, als Stachel im Leibe der westlichen Menschheit, von
Anfang dazu bestimmt, ihr den Typus der Bewegung
aufzudrücken.”
(R. Schay, Juden in der deutschen Politik, Verlag „Der HeineBund’, Berlin 1929, zitiert nach Ulrich Fleischhauer, Die echten
Protokolle ..., S. 217)
Mit dieser Erkenntnis, die im Mittelpunkt meines Buches steht,
ist das Testament des Paulus
„…wenn ich ihre Sünden werde wegnehmen."
erfüllt. Mit diesem Satz ist die moralische Geschichtsbetrachtung
(eine Erfindung des Jüdischen Atheismus) absolut, d.h. ein für
allemal überwunden. Das Geschichtswerk der Judenheit, weil es
aus dem Willen ihres Gottes JAHWE erfließt, ist nicht moralisch
zu bewerten, sondern in unseren Tagen endlich revolutionär zu
beenden. Man muß den Juden – was Hitler versucht hat – den
Wucher nehmen und den Jüdischen Geist - wie Staub - aus
den Kleidern schütteln.
Dazu bedarf es nur des Mutes, sie bei ihrem richtigen Namen zu
nennen, wie Jesus es getan hat:
…43“Warum kennet ihr denn meine Sprache nicht? Denn ihr
könnt ja mein Wort nicht hören. 44Ihr seid von dem Vater, dem
Teufel, und nach eures Vaters Lust wollt ihr tun. Der ist ein
Mörder von Anfang und ist nicht bestanden in der Wahrheit;
denn die Wahrheit ist nicht in ihm. Wenn er die Lüge redet, so
redet er von seinem Eigenen; denn er ist ein Lügner und ein
Vater derselben. 45Ich aber, weil ich die Wahrheit sage, so
glaubet ihr mir nicht.…“(Johannes 8, 43-45)
Nachdem ich Ihnen nun einen Einblick in meine durch
„Gehirnwäsche“ verursachte Weltsicht gegeben habe, hoffe ich,
daß Sie Ihren Standpunkt streng entlang „den Tatsachen und
Beweisen“ noch einmal überprüfen. Es wäre doch schade, wenn
Ihre Parteifreunde Sie wegen des offenkundigen Mangels an
Vertrautheit mit den Religionsbüchern und der Deutschen
Geistesgeschichte nicht mehr ernst nehmen würden. Um diesem
Mangel abzuhelfen, können Sie ja auf die von mir ins Internet
gestellten Texte zugreifen. Viel Spaß dabei.
Mit wirklich freundlichen Grüßen
Horst Mahler

_______________________________________________
HOLOCLAUS-TRILOGIE: Neu bearbeitet & erweitert

Bevor der Film erneut gesperrt wird bitte herunterladen
und

weiterverbreiten!

Film

und

Tonmaterial

mit

Urheberrechtsansprüchen, welches eine Sperrung zur
Souverän Heinz Christian Tobler
Published on Jul 2, 2016

Folge hatte wurde gelöscht und ersetzt. Die Trilogie
wurde erweitert und an einigen Stellen umgestaltet.
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_______________________________________________
Diane King Interviews Christian Klein, July 2016

CHRISTIAN Jürgen KLEIN: THE GERMAN STORY, THE GERMAN WAY
The story of an ethnic Schliessen German in Silesia (now Poland
though still considered East Germany by those who lived there),
surviving the TRUE 'holocost' from numerous Allied atrocities,
especially the Soviet animals at the time. Then being driven
from their ancestral homes, seeking a life in the 'free world',
places one would expect where they would find a sympathetic
ear but further demonized because of decades of anti-German
propaganda coupled with VENGEANCE at a level hardly before
experienced by a people. Begs the question - why the
widespread rabid, vituperative hatred of the Germans? It wasn't
because of some alleged treatment of a subversive population
scattered across the Reich because nearly ALL of their 'survivor
stories' are bogus AT BEST. Learn more about the Germans,
their culture, their history, and you will come away shaking your
head in shame for the treatment of the Germans by the 'free'
(and not so free) world. Christian has settled in Eastern Toronto
in Scarborough. THANK YOU, CHRISTIAN FOR THIS MOST
IMPORTANT INTERVIEW. (Diane King)
JIM RIZOLI: Cofounder, producer/interviewer (Fred Leuchter
and Assistant, Diane King) of the Series, LEAGUE OF
EXTRAORDINARY REVISIONISTS. This also entails seeking out

UNSUNG HEROES and German survivors of Allied atrocities The German Story, The German Way. Hard core historical
revisionist, Jim and, his brother, Joe moved from combating the
illegal immigrant hordes in their cable shows to dealing with the
fundamental and pervading issue of the holocaust. Their
immigrant battles led them to the plight of Ernst Zundel in
Canada, being prosecuted for having reprinted *Did 6 Million
Really Die*! Thus Jim and Joe's efforts and cable shows also
turned toward the issue of the holocaust. That's when their
troubles accelerated. In 2002 - 2003 they began producing
numerous (1000s of videos) dealing with many issues and 100s
of videos about the holocaust. Consequently, YouTube videos
(700) under the name of Jim Rizoli were banned. His name was
banned on Facebook. In 2010, their cable shows were
suspended. They returned and then were permanently removed
in 2014. We are back to provide a venue of/freedom of, telling
the story for tried-and-true revisionists and Germans throughout
North America, Europe and Australia.
Diane - https://youtu.be/AZWOSHsz_vo
Jim - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sXFbt32VeB4

___________________________________________________
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